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ABSTRACT

A composite laminate with unsymmetric layup may exhibit two distinct sta-

ble configurations at room temperature due to the residual thermal stresses

imparted during curing. This bistability leads unsymmetric composite lami-

nates to be good candidates for adaptive flexible structures in particular for

the fields of aerospace and aircraft. To extend the application potential of

bistable composite laminates, the multistable behaviour of continuous com-

pound composite surfaces are investigated. Two connection approaches are

presented in this research. By tailoring the asymmetric bistability of indi-

vidual composite elements, continuous surfaces composed of series-connected

bistable composite shells demonstrate a high degree of multistability. This

model can be developed to design longer composite surfaces possessing more

stable shapes. In addition, a high degree of multistability is achieved by con-

necting square composite elements in a tessellated feature. By reducing the

interactions between adjacent elements, a tessellated surface composed of n

bistable elements shows a theoretical maximum 2n stable shapes. Finally, po-

tential applications of highly multistable composite surfaces are introduced.

The proposed multistable designs improve the flexible functionality of the

adaptive structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To fulfil multiple purposes or adapt to various operating environments, adap-

tive structures are in high demand in various engineering fields, especially

areas related to aircraft and aerospace. Generally, an adaptive structure is

composed of reconfigurable structures, sensors and actuators. As the crucial

components of adaptive structures, reconfigurable structures have received

much research interest.

If a structure can achieve stability, as defined in the following section, in

two or more distinct geometric configurations, this structure is classified as

multistable. Multistable structures are considered as an ideal basis for adap-

tive applications, since the shape changes can be achieved without complex

mechanical transmission and with no need of inputting energy to maintain

the new shape.

Bistable structures, which possess two stable states, are the simplest case

of multistable structure. Moreover, a high degree multistable structure can

be achieved by connecting bistable elements. Theoretically, a multistable

structure consisting of n distinct bistable elements can have a maximum of

2n stable configurations [1]. In real applications, a structure possessing a high

1



degree of multistability is often desired. The aim of this research is to achieve

highly multistable structures by assembling a number of bistable elements. In

order to understand the advantages this provides, the principle of bistability

in energetically conservative structures should first be introduced.

1.1 Definition of bistability

Structural bistability is defined as the condition when an energetically con-

servative structure has two distinct potential energy minima. Each energy

minimum corresponds to a distinct geometric configuration. This is illus-

trated for a structure which is defined by a single degree of geometric free-

dom r in Fig. 1.1. The figure shows the relationship between total potential

energy E and geometric configuration r.

Clearly, the structure has the two local potential energy minima, repre-

senting stable states S1 and S2. To transition from stable state S1 to S2,

sufficient actuation energy is required. When the total potential energy of

the structure is increased by an actuator to overcome the potential energy

hill B, the bistable structure will snap through to the other stable state and

consequently change its geometric configuration. The bistable structure will

not change its configuration if an external actuator cannot impart sufficient

energy to traverse the unstable equilibrium point.

If the potential energies of the two stable states are equal, the structure

is defined as having symmetric bistability. If the potential energy of the two

stable states are different, the structures are defined as having asymmetric

bistability. In this case, the state of lower potential energy is the preferred

stable state, and the energy difference 4E may be released as useful work

over the transition from S1 to S2.
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Figure 1.1: Representative potential energy profile E vs configuration r for

bistable structures
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: Typical stable room-temperature shapes of a square unsymmetric

laminate

1.2 Bistable composite plates

We next consider a classic technique for achieving structural bistability. Un-

symmetric composite laminates are laminates having lay-ups without geo-

metric mid-plane symmetry. According to the predictions of classic laminate

theory [2], unsymmetric laminates at room-temperature will adopt a saddle

shape. However, the as-manufactured behaviour is different from this ex-

pectation. Due to the mismatched thermal expansion coefficients between

layers with different fibre orientation, unsymmetric laminates are subjected

to thermal stresses in the manufacturing process. At room temperature, the

residual thermal stresses often result in the establishment of two cylindrical

equilibrium configurations with opposite curvatures as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

Under the effect of actuation, the unsymmetric laminates can snap through

from one cylindrical shape to the other. Unsymmetric composite laminates

therefore possess bistability.

Since composite materials are also well-known for their low density and

high stiffness, bistable composite laminates show high application potential

4



for adaptive concepts in aircraft and aerospace fields. A number of published

works have investigated the bistability of unsymmetric composite laminates.

In recent years, some research has focused on compound surfaces consist-

ing of bistable composite shells and monostable shells [3, 4, 5] or highly

multistable lattices consisting of bolted composite strips [6]. This research

has extended the potential of unsymmetric composite laminates for adaptive

applications. However, a highly multistable continuous surface is still de-

manded by aerospace engineering. To date, there has been no demonstration

of a highly multistable continuous composite surface fabricated without any

conventional fixation. This is the primary goal that the work presented in

this thesis will address. In this thesis, a number of bistable composite shells

will be connected by various means to form continuous surfaces. By investi-

gating the multistability of these surfaces, the approaches of achieving high

degree of multistable composite surfaces will be obtained.

1.3 Thesis aims and outline

To address the current gaps in multistable composite structure research, novel

highly multistable composite surfaces are conceived and constructed by con-

necting several bistable composite shells along continuous boundaries. In this

thesis, both analysis based on a Ritz energy approach and Finite Element

Analysis (FEA) are implemented to predict the multistability of the surfaces.

Experimental work is implemented to verify the simulation results.

The research is divided into two main topics: first, surfaces composed

of bistable composite elements connected in series (along a single common

boundary are considered); second, more complex two-dimensional surfaces

composed of bistable composite elements and monostable composite elements
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in tessellated configurations, i.e. connected along multiple common bound-

aries, are introduced.

Before the investigation of the series-connected bistable composite shells,

connected bistable von Mises trusses are introduced as a simple structural

analogue of connected bistable elements. The multistable behaviour of this

model is used to interpret the multistable behaviour of connected bistable

shells. Inspired by the analog model, identical bistable composite shells with

tailored asymmetric bistability are connected to form a continuous surface.

Coupled bistable shells are studied first as the simplest case and then the

research is extended to tripled bistable composite shells. The multistable

behaviour of tripled bistable composite shells can be extended to surfaces

consisting of many more shells connected in series.

After investigating the compound surfaces consisting of bistable com-

posite shells connected in series, the focus moves on to the tessellated sur-

faces consisting of bistable composite elements and monostable composite

elements. Different test cases are studied in order to achieve a tessellated

surface composed of n bistable sub-elements, which exhibits the theoreti-

cally maximum 2n stable configurations.

The thesis is divided into six chapters. The contents of these chapters

are summarised below:

• in Chapter 2, previous literature on multistable structures, especially

bistable composite shells, is summarised. In addition, studies on the ap-

plications of multistable structures in the fields of aircraft and aerospace

are reviewed.

• in Chapter 3, the extended classic laminated theory and Ritz energy-

based approximation are introduced. The Ritz approach is widely ap-

plied for predicting the multistable behaviour of a single composite shell
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and is extended in this thesis to investigate the behaviour of connected

bistable composite shells.

• in Chapter 4, compound surfaces consisting of series-connected bistable

composite shells are introduced. The investigation starts from an ana-

log model of connected bistable elements. Inspired by the two dimen-

sional analog model, coupled bistable composite shells with tailored

asymmetric bistability are designed. Having demonstrated the quad-

stability of coupled bistable shells, the study is extended to a compound

surface composed of three bistable square composite shells. A potential

application of highly multistable composite shells consisting of series-

connected bistable shells is introduced.

• in Chapter 5, tessellated multistable surfaces consisting of distinct

square composite elements are investigated. As a primary study, the

behaviour of coupled bistable composite shells with opposite layups is

first investigated. Then tessellated surfaces composed of 3×3 composite

shells are investigated with the goal of obtaining a extendable highly

multistable surface. A potential application of tessellated multistable

composite surfaces is introduced at the end of the chapter.

• in Chapter 6, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for further

work are presented.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

It has long been known that composite laminates with unsymmetric layups

may present two discrete cylinderical stable shapes after thermal curing. This

thermally induced bistable behaviour of unsymmetric composite laminates

has attracted a great number of researchers’ attentions. In the early stage

of the study on unsymmetric composite laminates, the principle focus was

on refining numerical models to predict the multistable behaviour of single

composite shells. In recent years, a number of compound surfaces consisting

of bistable composite plates and monostable composite plates were investi-

gated by many researchers and inspired the work of this thesis. This chapter

will provide a background review of all these works.

The actuation of bistable composite laminates is another crucial problem

which must be considered. Although methods of actuation are specifically

not investigated in this work, it is worthwhile to summarise the existing

actuation methods of bistable composite laminates for the sake of future

applications of the compound surfaces developed in this research.

Finally, the published works investigating the adoption of multistable

structures for adaptive applications will be reviewed. Although some of
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these works may not relate to the research of this dissertation directly, they

demonstrate the development of adaptive structure used on the aircraft and

aerospace areas and may inspire the further investigation on multistable com-

posite structures.

In summary, this chapter will review the following themes:

• Bistable behaviour of unsymmetric composite laminates;

• Designs of multistable compound composite surfaces;

• Actuation methods of unsymmetric composite laminates;

• Adaptive structures applied to aircraft and aerospace;

2.1 Bistable behaviour of unsymmetric com-

posite laminates

In 1981, Hyer [2] first published an experimental result of the cured shape

of unsymmetric composite laminates. He found that the unsymmetric com-

posite laminates did not always conform to the shapes predicted by classical

lamination theory. The room-temperature shapes of unsymmetric laminates

were cylindrically-curved rather than exhibiting a saddle point as shown in

Fig. 2.1. However, the behaviour of thicker laminates conformed to the pre-

dictions made by the classical lamination theory. To address this problem,

he developed an extended classical lamination theory to explain the charac-

teristics of the room-temperature shape of unsymmetric laminates [7, 8]. A

Rayleigh-Ritz approximation was used to minimise the total potential energy

and obtain curvature values relating to the curved shapes of square cross-ply

[02/902] and [04/904] graphite-epoxy laminates. The results showed that two
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Figure 2.1: Unsymmetric laminate shapes: (a) flat at the stress-free temper-

ature; (b) unstable saddle (c) one stable cylinder (d) another stable cylinder

[13]

cylindrical configurations having curvatures with opposite signs were stable

and corresponded to the minimum total potential energy states. Moreover,

unsymmetric laminates are only shown to have a stable saddle shape, i.e. to

be monostable, when the side length-to-thickness ratio exceeds a threshold

value. More general cross-ply laminates were also analysed by this extended

classical lamination theory [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, these analytical models

neglected the in-plane shear strain. Jun and Hong [12] modified the previ-

ous models by including in-plane shear strain. They found that the in-plane

shear strain is relatively small when the length-to-thickness ratio of cross-ply

laminate is very small or large. However, the shear strain cannot be neglected

for laminates with intermediate length-to-thickness ratios. All these works

focused on predicting the deformed shapes of bistable composite laminates.

To understand the bistability of unsymmetric composite laminates, Hama-

moto and Hyer [13] illustrated the relationship of temperature and the curva-
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ture of the composite laminates. The results showed temperature-curvature

relationship of unsymmetric composite laminates would bifurcate and be

triple-valued when the temperature exceeds a certain value as seen in Fig. 2.2.

This indicates that the unsymmetric laminates can present more than one

stable configuration at a given temperature. The numerical prediction was

verified by an experimental work. Because it is difficult to observe the shape

of a laminate during the curing process, the experimental results were mea-

sured by reheating cured laminates under unrestrained conditions. Although

a similar temperature and curvature relationship was obtained by the exper-

imental work, the numerical prediction of curvature mismatched the exper-

imental results at the bifurcation point due to geometric imperfection. A

refined study was done by Tawfik et al. [14]. They predicted the unsym-

metric cross-ply laminate curved shapes under thermal stresses with finite

element analysis which accounted for geometric imperfections. The predic-

tions presented improved agreement with experimental results.

Since the late 1980s, research on the bistable behaviour of more general

unsymmetric laminates has received increasing interest. Hyer et al. [15, 16]

started to investigate the bistability of arbitrary angle-ply unsymmetric com-

posite laminates. Hyer’s extended classical lamination theory (ECLT) was

developed to analyse other angle-ply laminates by Dang and Tang [17]. Un-

like cross-ply laminates, the cured shape of angle-ply laminates were shown

to have not only curvatures in two orthogonal in-plane directions but also

a twisting curvature. To obtain accurate shape predictions, Rayleigh-Ritz

polynomials were refined to include the terms of twisting curvature. Peeters

et al. [18] modified Jun and Hong’s shape functions by a more complete set

of third-order polynomials. In the refined model, the shape function of a

angle-ply laminate was built based on the principle curvature coordinate. In
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Figure 2.2: Temperature-curvature relation of a typical unsymmetric com-

posite laminate [13]
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Figure 2.3: Free-edge effects of a cross-ply laminate observed by Peeters et

al. [18]

other words, the curvatures of the laminate along the two axis directions of

the coordinate are the maximum value and the minimum value respectively

and the twisting curvature is zero. Numerical results of this model showed

a good correlation with the experimental results. In addition, experimental

work was carried out in this paper to demonstrate the influence of the free-

edge effects as seen in Fig. 2.3. The 2 cross sections of a cross-ply laminate

should exhibit zero curvature, but nonzero curvature was presented at the

edge. In the same year, Dano et al. [19] also published a simple approach to

analyse more general unsymmetric laminates. A potential energy function

containing a total of 28 unknown coefficients was introduced and an accurate

prediction was obtained.

Schlecht et al. [20, 21] introduced finite element analysis to calculate the

deformed shapes of unsymmetric cross-ply laminates, because more sophis-

ticated finite element codes were available. The results of FEA were proved

experimentally. The room-temperature shapes predicted by FEA were closer

to the manufactured laminates than the predictions of analytical models de-

veloped by Hyer, because the analytical results could not demonstrate edge

effects. Another advantage of FEA was that it could handle more complex

geometric shapes without any assumptions. However, the FEA models in
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this literature required several hours calculation time, which was longer than

the calculation time of analytical models. Tawfik et al. [32] investigated

the bistable behaviour of trapezoidal and triangular laminates. However,

the paper only presented experimental work and FE models demonstrating

the snap-through phenomenon. To achieve a complete understanding of the

bistability of non-square geometry laminates, more studies are still required.

Dano and Hyer [22] developed a nonlinear theory based on previous works

to predict the curvatures of square general unsymmetric laminates. This

method was developed in the structural coordinate system. Besides ana-

lytical approach, finite element analysis was also implemented as a reliable

numerical prediction approach. Better agreements with FEA results were ob-

tained by using Dano’s theory. After that, several refined analytical models

for predicting the room-temperature shapes of unsymmetric laminates have

been published [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Most of them focused on using

higher order shape functions to minimise the edge effects. They all demon-

strated a good correlation with the experimental results but some errors

around edge regions are still unavoidable.

Besides the edge effects, material imperfection and environmental effects

are considered as the other two main reasons resulting in the difference be-

tween numerically predicted shapes of unsymmetric laminates and the exper-

imental results. Giddings et al. [30] investigated an imperfect laminate with

a rough resin surface and variable ply thickness by FEA. The cured shapes

were measured by a Peak Motus motion analysis system. FEA results pre-

sented good agreements with the experiment work over a temperature range

20 − 110◦C. This work highlighted the importance of manufacturing pro-

cesses and materials selection in the design of multistable composite struc-

tures. Etches et al. [31] studied the shape changes of bistable composite
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shells when exposed to moisture and successfully predicted the geometrical

changes by using a first-order strain energy model. Thanks to these accurate

shape predictions, to date, it is possible to tailor the shapes of multistable

composites to meet specific technical requirements [25, 26].

2.2 Designs of multistable compound surfaces

It is notable that the literature cited in the previous section only focuses

on free-edge bistable composite laminates. However, in real applications, a

bistable shell would not be used in isolation. Bistable composite laminates are

normally anticipated as being used as components of larger structures. For

this reason, the multistable behaviour of bistable composite shells with differ-

ent boundary conditions should be considered, and recently, novel designed

surfaces consisting of two or more composite shells have been presented.

Mattioni et al [3, 4] built a piecewise surface by connecting one unsymmet-

ric composite shell with one symmetric composite shell. Both FEA and the

Ritz approach were implemented for predicting the stable configurations of

the compound surface. Since the fixed boundary conditions should be ac-

counted for, the Ritz model was refined by using extra constraints. After

manufacture, the region made by symmetric composite laminate exhibited

a flat shape while the unsymmetric region was curved as expected. Due to

the constraint at one edge, the curvature along the linking edge reduced sig-

nificantly. Experimental results illustrated in Fig. 2.4, validated against the

shape predictions very well.

When a bistable composite shell is clamped by two monostable shells,

it has been found the bistability of the shell may disappear. To solve this

problem, Arrieta [5] introduced a novel surface with embeddable variable
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Figure 2.4: Two stable configurations of a piecewise surface designed by

Mattioni et al. [3]

Figure 2.5: A multistable surface with tailored layup [5]

stiffness elements. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the layup of Arrieta’s compound sur-

face. According to FE results and experimental results, this design can help

an unsymmetric composite shell with two ends clamped to regain bistability.

However, all these surfaces with variable stiffness still cannot demonstrate

higher order of multistability. This means these structures did not extend the

application potential of bistable composites. A highly multistable structure

composed of bistable composite laminates was first made by Dai et al. [6].

They fabricated tri-stable composite lattices which possess a plane, concave

and convex shape by jointing four bistable rectangular laminates and then

assembled n lattice cells by bolts as shown in Fig. 2.6. The lattice structure

was shown to present a maximum of 2n stable shapes. A similar design
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Figure 2.6: Tristable structure made by four bistable shells [6]

was also demonstrated in [34]. However, these attempts to achieve highly

multistable structure have two main disadvantages: first, large numbers of

components are used; second, bolted connections act as local stress raises

and reduce the performance of composites. Until now, there has been no

demonstration of a highly multistable continuous composite surface without

any conventional fixation.

2.2.1 Actuation of multistable composite laminates

As they are a potential solution for adaptive applications, the actuation of

unsymmetric composite laminates must therefore be considered. With the

understanding of bistability of unsymmetric composite laminates becoming

mature, several investigations of potential actuation methods have been car-

ried out. A pioneering design was published by Dano et al. [24, 35]. In this

case, an actuation system of a single cross-ply bistable shell by attaching a

shape memory alloy wire was presented as shown in Fig. 2.7. The actuation

force, F, was calculated by a Rayleigh-Ritz model including kinematics. The

actuation force predicted by the analytical approach correlated well with ex-

perimental results. They also applied the same approach to investigate a

family of angle-ply laminates [36].

However, this embedding shape memory alloy wires for actuation has a
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Figure 2.7: Actuation system designed by Dano [24]

drawback. When multistable composite shells are applied on aircraft or other

structures, incorporating the extra structures required for actuation are con-

trary to aerodynamic and weight requirements. A new actuator which can

fit the surface of multistable composite laminates is much-needed. Piezoelec-

tric devices which can generate mechanical stress by applying electric charge

have been investigated as a controllable actuator by many research groups

[37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. Due to their light weight, high flexibility, fast

response time and unique electromechanical coupling properties, thin piezo-

electric panels are proposed as an alternative solution for actuating multi-

stable composite shells. The main disadvantage of piezoelectric panels is that

they are capable of only relatively low strain ( 0.1%). NASA-Langley research

center published their design of a macro-fiber composite (MFC) piezoceramic

actuator in 2000 [45]. Fig. 2.8 shows a cross-ply laminate bonded to a piezo-

ceramic actuator designed by Schultz et al. [46, 47]. Experimental results

showed these bistable laminates could be actuated successfully. In addition,

the applied voltage required for actuation was predicted by the Ritz method

in this work. Later, Gude and Hufenbach [48] used piezoceramic actua-

tors to trigger a morphing structure based on bistable composite laminates.

More detailed experimental work on actuating bistable composites by MFC

was published by Giddings et al. [49, 50]. The linear relationship between

force and displacement with applied voltage was obtained; this indicated that
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Figure 2.8: A bistable composite shell actuated by an attached piezoceramic

actuator [46]

the actuation force could be controlled by the application of voltage to the

piezoelectric actuator. As all previous works focused on cross-ply laminates,

Bowen et al. [51] investigated multistable behaviour of an angle-ply bistable

composite laminate with and without piezoelectric actuation. Schultz et al.

[52] attached two MFC on both sides of a bistable composite shell to snap

through the shell to a new stable state and then snap back to the original

stable state. By combining the advantage of SMA actuators and piezoelec-

tric actuators, Kim [53] introduced a new actuation mechanism in order to

achieve a reversible actuation to bistable composites. Further study on this

device was also published by Bowen et al. [54]. Recently, composite shells

with piezoelectric fibers integrated were manufactured. These novel shells

were shown to be feasible for potential sensing, energy harvesting, and actu-

ation applications [55].

In addition to piezoceramic actuators, Reduced And Internally Biased

Oxide Wafer (RAINBOW) [56] is another common piezoelectric actuator.

A RAINBOW actuator is composed by two layers: a reduced layer and an

unreduced layer. Only the unreduced layer is made by piezoelectric materi-

als. The reduced layer is a layer of lead, titanium oxide or zirconium oxide.

The original shape of a RAINBOW actuator is flat. Due to the bi-material
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design, internal stress is introduced during the curing procedure resulting

in the curved shape of the actuator at room temperature. Thanks to the

curved shape, RAINBOW actuator can avoid the delamination between the

actuator and the cured bistable composite shells. Another main advantage of

RAINBOW actuators is that they can generate a relatively larger displace-

ment than other flat actuators. Aimmanee et al. [57] applied RAINBOW

actuators to snap through bistable laminates. Ritz models were extended to

approximate the out-of-plane deformation of the actuator after curing and

tip blocking forces. The predicted results showed good agreements with the

experimental results. THin layer UNimorph DrivER (THUNDER) actua-

tors and fiber-reinforced-polymer-based LIghtweight Piezocomposite Curved

Actuator (LIPCA) are two other multilayers actuators. They are fabricated

from flat at an increased temperature and then cooled down to room tem-

perature for use. Residual stress will lead the actuators to adopt curved

shapes. The out-of-plane deformations can be accurately predicted by Ritz

models [44]. These laminated piezoelectric actuators were demonstrated to

be feasible for actuating bistable composite shells and their behaviour shown

to be analysed by Ritz models with high accuracy.

2.3 Adaptive multistable structures in aircraft

and aerospace

It is considered that a key application of multistable composite laminates is

to be implemented in adaptive structures and systems. In this section, the

use of adaptive structures in aircraft and aerospace fields will be reviewed.

In addition to adaptive structures consisting of multistable composite shells,

several other types of adaptive structure concept are summarised below. A
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general review of adaptive structures in the aircraft and aerospace fields is

helpful to inspire potential applications of the multistable composite lami-

nates introduced in this thesis.

2.3.1 Adaptive structures in aircraft applications

Aircrafts are required to fly in various flight conditions in a single mission.

Since the current state of the art cannot provide flexible aircraft wings to

adapt optimally to different flight conditions, the configurations of aircraft

wings used at the present time are always a compromise [58]. To enable more

efficient flight, aircraft wing surfaces which can change their geometric config-

urations to adapt to different mission profiles, i.e., morphing aircraft wings,

are receiving increasing attention. It should be noticed that conventional

wing surfaces which use hinge controlled devices, such as flaps and slats,

to change their shapes are not here considered as morphing surfaces [59],

because none of individual components demonstrate compliant shape varia-

tions. Generally, morphing aircraft research faces several common engineer-

ing challenges: distributed high-power density actuation concepts, structural

mechanisation concepts, flexible skins, and control law development [60].

Historically, the applications of shape morphing structures on aircraft were

limited by complexity, weight and materials. However, with the development

of research on smart materials and adaptive structures, morphing technology

has shown the potential to be used on future generation aircraft [58]. NASA

published a concept of the future aircraft in 2001 [61] as shown in Fig. 2.9.

Morphing wing structures, aerodynamic efficiency and seamless fuselage are

the crucial features of this novel aircraft. Meanwhile, many other aircraft

manufacturers also released their future aircraft concepts, such as NextGen

[62] and Lockheed Martin [63]. It is notable that achieving adaptive seam-
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Figure 2.9: Morphing aircraft concept published by NASA [61]

less wing structures is a common goal for these companies. Therefore con-

tinuous lightweight structures possessing multiple configurations are highly

demanded as the surfaces or the morphing components of these future wing

structures. This is a major motivation of the research on developing the

multistability of unsymmetric composite laminates presented in this thesis.

Next, the published literature on the use of adaptive structures in aircraft

applications will be reviewed.

The concept of increasing aerodynamic performance of aircraft by using

adaptive wings has been seriously considered since 1970s [64, 65]. To achieve

an efficient and reliable morphing wing structure, the wing structure is re-

quired to be flexible and, meanwhile, stiff enough to withstand aerodynamic

and inertial loads. How to fulfil these conflicting requirements is the main

challenge researchers meet. Stretchable structures, such as elastomers and

auxetic materials, are considered as potential solutions [66, 67, 68, 69], as

they present high flexibility. However, these materials always meet the prob-

lem of withstanding high out-of-plane aerodynamic loads. In consequence
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they can only be considered to be used as the wing skins rather than the

main structure.

Compliant structures in which large geometric changes are achieved via

material flexure, as another option, are much investigated. Ramrakhyani

et al. [70] built a morphing structure by tendon-actuated compliant truss

and flexible skins. Cells of the truss were connected by compliant joints and

large deformations can be achieved by actuating one set of cables. Wiggins

et al. [71] designed a morphing Hyper-Elliptic Cambered Span (HECS) wing

which segments were connected by scissor-like linkage. This wing structure

could change its spanwise camber elliptically by triggering the first segment

in the chain. Trease et al. [72] analysed a compliant system with embed-

ded actuators and sensors. The location, orientation and size of actuators

were optimised simultaneously. The results of this research can be used for

morphing wings with three controlled output nodes. Kota et al. [73] in-

vestigated a shape morphing system developed by FlexSys Inc. As shown

in Fig 2.10, the compliant edge flap can deflect ±10 degrees by internal

electromechanical actuation. Many other compliant structures designed for

achieving morphing purpose can be found in [74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. All these

studies demonstrate the compliant mechanism technologies make possible the

development of morphing wing structures. However, most of the proposed

compliant wing structures consist of large numbers of internal components

and joints. This may reduce the reliability of the structure.

Multistable structures, specifically multistable composite structures, have

also been considered for morphing aircraft wing structures in recent years.

This kind of structure can switch between geometric configurations via the

application of a simple actuation and no further energy input is required to

maintain the morphed configuration. Furthermore, many multistable struc-
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Figure 2.10: The variable cross section of a wing structure developed by

FlexSys [72]

tures consist of a small number of components or even one component. Low

energy consumption and high reliability lead multistable structures to be a

preferred solution for achieving morphing wings. Diaconu et al. [79] designed

a morphing airfoil section controlled by bistable composite structures. The

tailored edge of the airfoil presented two stable shapes. According to FE

results, with the width of the wing extending, the difference between the two

shapes increases. The camber and chord length change was realised by insert-

ing bistable composite shells. Fig. 2.11 illustrates the isometric view for the

chord length change of the airfoil section. The work on changing camber will

be reviewed explicitly in Chapter 4 and a refined design will be introduced as

a potential application of the series-connected multistable composite surface

investigated in this thesis. Schultz et al. [80] connected two bistable rectan-

gular composite shells to form an airfoil structure. The structure can switch

between two stable configurations by using MFC actuators. Arrieta et al.

[33] designed a cantilevered wing-shaped bistable composite shell. The sta-

ble shape of the wing-like bistable composite shell could be controlled under

aerodynamic loads.

In addition to unsymmetric composite laminates, prestressed composite

laminates are also found to possess multistability. Daynes et al. [81, 82]
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Figure 2.11: Two stable shapes of chord length change of an airfoil section

[79]

presented a type of bistable symmetric composite laminate. FRP Prepreg

laminates with [0/90/90/0T ] layup are prestressed before curing and thus

residual stresses are applied to the laminate. After curing the prestress is re-

leased and the laminates are buckled in two opposite directions. In this work,

both analytical modelling and finite element analysis are applied to under-

stand the buckling mechanism and good correlations were achieved. Unlike

the bistable behaviour of unsymmetric laminates, the two stable shapes of

prestressed symmetric laminates have two edges which remain flat which

makes this bistable plate more suitable for morphing wing applications. For

example, Daynes et al. [83] fabricated a morphing flap consisting of bistable

prestressed composite laminates and two flexible skins as shown in Fig. 2.12.

This flap is controlled by a electromechanical actuator and tested in a closed-

circuit wind tunnel. The flap was demonstrated to achieve stability at 0 and

10 degree trailing-edge deflections.

It is notable that, apart from morphing wing designs, prestressed com-
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Figure 2.12: Profile view of two stable configuration of a morphing flap and

actuator designed by Daynes [83]

posite shells were also used on a morphing air inlet [84]. The air inlet can be

triggered to ‘open’ or ‘closed’ state without the requirement for extra energy

holding the new state. This simple design proves that multistable composite

structures have more potential to be used on aircraft and must be explored.

2.3.2 Adaptive structures in aerospace applications

In the aerospace field, some structures need to possess flexible geometric pa-

rameters for fulfilling various missions or operating in different environments,

for example, adaptive reconfigurable reflectors for antennas and telescopes

[85] and deployable reflectors.

Reconfigurable reflectors adapting variable radiation patterns

Conventional aerospace reflectors only possess one fixed radiation pattern. In

order to achieve multi-functional operation, investigations on reconfigurable

reflectors have been launched. Early studies of reconfigurable antenna reflec-

tor surfaces started from the late 1980s. Clarricoats et al. [87, 86] presented

the design of electronically controlled reconfigurable mesh reflectors. By
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varying shapes, this antenna was capable of achieving a wide range of an-

tenna patterns. Washington [88] actuated a class of cylindrical antenna by

attaching polyvinylidene fluoride film. These antennas demonstrated vari-

able radiation patterns successfully. Weck et al. [91] adopted SMA wires as

the actuators to control the shape of a flexible parabolic antenna reflector.

Pontoppidan et al. [90, 89] used thin interwoven piano wires to form a re-

flector surface and a number of actuators are located across the surface for

shape controlling as shown Fig. 2.13.

Recently, Datashvili et al. [92, 93] published a design of reconfigurable

reflector with a flexible fiber composite morphing skin. Fig. 2.14 shows a

flexible skin controlled by 19 actuators. By tailoring the material properties

of the skin and using a particle filled silicone front layer, this reflector demon-

strated improved RF properties and smooth reshaping. However, there is an

obvious drawback of the existing adaptive reflector designs: External energy

input is required for remaining new configurations after actuation. In the

aerospace environment, energy efficient equipment is always highly desired.

Multistable composite surfaces, which will be investigated in this thesis, are

ideal candidates for energy efficient adaptive reflectors. Because the structure

can maintain its new stable configurations without energy input. Inspired

by the designs above, novel adaptive reflector concepts adopting multistable

composites will be introduced in chapter 5 later.

Deployable reflectors

In the field of aerospace, how to fit large antenna reflectors in small launch

vehicles and yet deploy into stiff structures in space is a long-standing prob-

lem. Deployable structures are a solution that have attracted a great number

of researchers’ attention. To date, there are three main types of deployable
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Figure 2.13: Profile view of a reconfigurable reflector surface designed by

Pontoppidan [89]

Figure 2.14: A reconfigurable reflector with flexible composites skin designed

by Datashvili [92]
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Figure 2.15: Deployed ATS-6 wrap-rib antenna reflector [95]

reflectors proposed: mesh dish reflectors, solid surface reflectors and inflat-

able reflectors. The important designs of these types of deployable reflectors

will be reviewed briefly for the purpose of inspiring the potential applications

of multistable composite surfaces.

Mesh dish reflectors are composed of a knitted lightweight metallic mesh

[94]. This type of reflectors is the most commonly used deployable antenna

reflectors in space as parts of an instrument or other satellite system . An

early example is 30-foot-diameter ‘wrap-rib’ reflector carried by the Applica-

tions Technology Satellite, ATS-6 [95]. This reflector consisted of 48 ribs and

48 reflective mesh panels as seen in Fig. 2.15. In the stowed position, the ribs

and mesh were wrapped around a central hub. To deploy this reflector, a

restraining cable would be cut and the ribs would be triggered by the stored

energy and unwrap to the original position. These umbrella-type reflector

concepts are also used in other satellite systems [96, 97].

Another mesh reflector concept which has been used is AstroMesh re-
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Figure 2.16: The stowed and deployed AstroMesh deployable antenna reflec-

tor [98]

flector [98]. An AstroMesh reflector is composed of a deployable perimeter

truss, front and rear nets, tension ties and mesh. This design can achieve

deployment with high stability and surface accuracy. There have been many

applications of the AstroMesh reflectors used on spacecraft. Fig. 2.16 shows

the stowed shape and the deployed shape of an AstroMesh reflector.

In addition, a deployable design without moveable connections called the

Spring-Back reflector was developed recently [99, 100]. This reflector consists

of a thin-walled graphite mesh dish without any unreliable joints as shown in

Fig. 2.17. It can be folded elastically with the help of tie cables. When it is

in orbit, the tie cables are released and the reflector is deployed dynamically.

Solid surface deployable reflectors are usually used on antennas operating

at high frequency. An example is the Solid Surface Deployable Antenna
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Figure 2.17: Schematic views of deployable spring-back reflector [100]

(SSDA) developed by Guest et al. [101]. A reflector surface is split into

wings and these wings are subdivided into panels. Fig. 2.18 demonstrates

thee deployment sequence of the SSDA. This deployable surface offers many

advantages, for example, the panels are packaged efficiently and the concept

can be extended to any number of wings and panels.

Deployable inflatable antennas are made of a thin flexible material. A

inflatable reflector would be deployed by inflation when the satellite is on

orbit. This type of deployable reflectors prompts great research interest be-

cause they can provide the smallest size and the lowest mass. The first

inflatable reflector was launched on May 29, 1996 by Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory and L’Garde [102]. Recently, inflatable antennas are proposed to be

used on small satellites due to the packaging efficiency and low cost [103].

These are all concepts where the developed multistable surfaces could add

significant value.
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Figure 2.18: Deployment sequence of the solid surface deployable antenna

[101]

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the literature investigating the multistability of unsymmetric

composite laminates has been summerised to provide the background of the

presented investigation on connected bistable composite shells. Furthermore,

many adaptive structures proposed for the fields of aircraft and aerospace

are reviewed because the compound composite surfaces studied in this thesis

have great potential for adaptive applications. These published applications

are able to inspire the future applications of the multistable composite sur-

faces. In the next chapter, the theoretical model used for predicting the

multistability of unsymmetric composite laminates will be introduced.
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Chapter 3

The Extended Rayleigh-Ritz

Approach

In the previous chapter, literature focused on the analysis of multistable

structures has been reviewed. It is noted that Rayleigh-Ritz analytical mod-

els are widely applied for predicting multistable behaviour of unsymmetric

composite laminates, especially the room temperature shapes of unsymmetric

composite laminates. After decades of development, several refined versions

of the Ritz approach have been published for the purpose of more accurate

prediction. To date, the room temperature shapes of a single composite lami-

nate with arbitrary layup can be predicted by means of a Ritz approximation

method with good accuracy.

However, these refined versions only consider the free-edge condition. To

extend the application potential of bistable composite laminates, various

boundary conditions should be implemented. Mattioni et al. [4] extended

the previous Ritz models to enable the room temperature shapes of a bistable

composite shell with one edge clamped were predicted for the first time. Since

the deformed shapes are much more complex than a single composite shell,
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Figure 3.1: Definition of geometries used in classic lamination theory and

the Ritz approximation functions

higher order shape functions are used to obtain variable curvatures within

the domain, and additional boundary conditions are introduced. Similar

to Mattioni’s model, the bistable composite laminates investigated in this

research are fixed with other multistable surfaces. The analytical models

used must therefore include the coupled boundary conditions representing

the compliant interface between adjacent shells. In this chapter, the basic

theoretical model will first be reviewed. Following, the developed extended

mode of connected bistable composite shells will be introduced.

3.1 Extended Classic Lamination Theory

In this section, we will review the extended classic plate lamination theory

developed by Hyer for unsymmetric composite laminates. We consider a N

layer composite laminate of which the side lengths are 2Lx, 2Ly, and the

total thickness is h. The laminate is located in a Cartesian system (x, y, z)

as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. When the laminate is subject to a thermal load, a
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point x moves from (x, y, z) to the new position (x+ u, y + v, z +w), where

u(x, y, z), v(x, y, z) and w(x, y, z) are the displacement components in the

x, y, and z directions respectively. These displacement components can be

described as functions of x, y, z, according to

u(x, y, z) = u0(x, y)− z∂w0

∂x

v(x, y, z) = v0(x, y)− z∂w0

∂y

w(x, y, z) = w0(x, y)

(3.1)

in which u0, v0, w0 are the mid-plane displacements of the laminate. They

are solely the functions of the in-plane coordinates x and y.

When the strains and rotations are small, the resulting strains can be

derived from the displacements using the well-known relations

εx =
∂u

∂x

εy =
∂v

∂x

γxy =
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

(3.2)

From Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 we can write

εx =
∂u

∂x
=
∂u0

∂x
− z∂

2w0

∂x2

εy =
∂v

∂x
=
∂v0

∂x
− z∂

2w0

∂x2

γxy =
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x
=
∂u0

∂y
+
∂v0

∂x
− 2z

∂2w0

∂x∂y

(3.3)

The mid-plane strain ε and the laminate curvatures κ are defined as,
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ε =


εx

εy

γ0
xy

 =


∂u0

∂x

∂v0
∂y

∂u0

∂y
+ ∂v0

∂x

 (3.4)

κ =


κx

κy

κxy

 =


−∂2w0

∂x2

−∂2w0

∂y2

−2∂2w0

∂x∂y

 (3.5)

where εx and εy are the mid-plane normal strains in x, y directions and γ0
xy

is the mid-plane of shear strain. κx and κy are the bending curvatures in

x, y directions and κxy is the twisting curvature. Thus Eq. 3.2 can also be

written matrix form as


εx

εy

γxy

 =


εx

εy

γ0
xy

+ z


κx

κy

κxy

 (3.6)

According to the classic lamination theory, the relationship between the

resulting stresses in each layer and the strain is described by


σx

σy

τxy

 =


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66



εx

εy

γxy



=


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66



εx

εy

γ0
xy

+ z


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66



κx

κy

κxy


(3.7)

where, [Q̄] is the transformed stiffness matrix. However, because this lam-

inate is subjected to a thermal load ∆T , Eq. 3.7 are extended according
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to,


σx

σy

τxy

 =


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66




εx

εy

γxy

−

αx

αy

αxy

∆T

 (3.8)

where, [α] is the vector of thermal expansion coefficients in the coordinate

directions. The behaviour represented by Eq. 3.8 is integrated over the full

laminate thickness. This enables the resulting forces and moments to be

represented as


Nx

Ny

Nxy

 =

∫ h/2

−h/2


σx

σy

τxy

 dz =
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1


σx

σy

τxy

 dz

=
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66




εx

εy

γxy

−

αx

αy

αxy

∆T

 dz

=


A11 A12 A16

A12 A22 A26

A16 A26 A66



εx

εy

γ0
xy

+


B11 B12 B16

B12 B22 B26

B16 B26 B66



κx

κy

κxy

−

N th

x

N th
y

N th
xy


(3.9)
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and
Mx

My

Mxy

 =

∫ h/2

−h/2


σx

σy

τxy

 zdz =
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1


σx

σy

τxy

 zdz

=
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1


Q̄11 Q̄12 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 Q̄26

Q̄16 Q̄26 Q̄66




εx

εy

γxy

−

αx

αy

αxy

∆T

 zdz

=


B11 B12 B16

B12 B22 B26

B16 B26 B66



εx

εy

γ0
xy

+


D11 D12 D16

D12 D22 D26

D16 D26 D66



κx

κy

κxy

−

M th

x

M th
y

M th
xy


(3.10)

Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 can be combined and reduced as

N
M

 =

A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

 (3.11)

where

Aij =
N∑
k=1

Q̄k
ij(hk − hk−1)

Bij =
1

2

N∑
k=1

Q̄k
ij(h

2
k − h2

k−1)

Dij =
1

3

N∑
k=1

Q̄k
ij(h

3
k − h3

k−1)

(3.12)

N th =
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1

Q̄kαk∆Tdz

M th =
N∑
k=1

∫ hk

hk−1

Q̄kαk∆Tzdz

(3.13)
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The total potential energy Π of the square laminate can now be obtained

by using Clapeyron’s theorem to give

Π =

∫ ∫ 1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

=

∫ Lx

−Lx

∫ Ly

−Ly

1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

(3.14)

This total potential energy function is the key of the theoretical model of

the unsymmetric composite laminate. The composite laminate will reach an

equilibrium state when total potential energy is minimised.

The Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to approximate the deformed shape

and minimise the potential energy. The mid-plane displacements u0, v0, w0

are represented as arbitrary polynomials

u0(x, y) =
Omax∑
m=0

m∑
n=0

Un,m−nx
nym−n

v0(x, y) =
Omax∑
m=0

m∑
n=0

Vn,m−nx
nym−n

w0(x, y) =

(
Ox∑
n=0

W x
nx

n

)
·

(
Oy∑
n=0

W y
ny

n

) (3.15)

in which Omax, Ox, Oy are the maximum orders of the polynomials. The

unknown coefficients Un,m−n, Vn,m−n, W x
n , W y

n define the deformed shape of

the laminate. The curvature components κ can be obtained by differentiation

as per Eq. 3.5.

Now, the potential energy Π is a function of unknown coefficients Un,m−n,

Vn,m−n, W x
n , W y

n and some control parameters, specifically the temperature
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difference ∆T, and the dimensions of the laminate. For a certain laminate,

these control parameters are fixed. Therefore the total potential energy of

one composite shell is expressed as a function of unknown coefficients Un,m−n,

Vn,m−n, W x
n , W y

n .

Π = Π(Un,m−n, Vn,m−n,W
x
n ,W

y
n ) (3.16)

In the early versions of the Ritz models, the out-of-plane displacement

was assumed to be represented by a second order polynomial for the sake of

reducing the required computational time. This means the principal curva-

tures of the laminate are assumed to have constant values through the entire

domain. Low order Ritz models can only provide accurate shape predictions

for a single laminate. However, for connected shells or shells with variable

stiffness, the curvatures through the surface can no longer be assumed to be

constant. Higher order shape functions are therefore required. Generally,

higher order Ritz models represent higher accuracy and longer calculation

time. If the order of the shape function is too low, the results will not be

accurate. If the order is too high, the computation time will be excessive.

Thus, determining an appropriate order number of the shape function is the

key to a successful and timely analysis. In the next chapter, this problem

will be analysed explicitly for different shell structures.

3.2 Refined analytical model for connected

composite shells

In this section, we introduce an analytical model of a multistable surface con-

sisting of two or more coupled composite shells. For simplification, the mod-

elling of two connected square composite shells is investigated first. Fig. 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Two connected shells and their coordinate systems

illustrates two square composite shells and their coordinate systems. Domain

ΩA and ΩB represent the two shells separately. The two shells are located

with respect to two parallel Cartesian coordinate systems (x1, y) and (x2, y),

and their midpoints lie on the origins of these respective coordinate systems.

Applying the Ritz method introduced above, the potential energy of each

shell can be obtained separately and the potential energy of the complete shell

structure is obtained by summing the potential energy of two components.

Π = Π(1) + Π(2)

=

∫ ∫
A

1

2

ε(1)

κ(1)

T A B

B D

(1) ε(1)

κ(1)

−
N th(1)

M th(1)

T ε(1)

κ(1)


 dxdy

+

∫ ∫
B

1

2

ε(2)

κ(2)

T A B

B D

(2) ε(2)

κ(2)

−
N th(2)

M th(2)

T ε(2)

κ(2)


 dxdy

(3.17)
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where the superscripts (1) refers to the left hand side shell in Fig. 3.2 and

(2) refers to the right hand side shell.

Eq. 3.17 only provides the potential energy of the two composite shells

in isolation. To define the connection between the two composite shells, the

in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of any two connected points along

the linking edges must be same. These boundary conditions are expressed as

u(1) (Lx, y) = u(2) (−Lx, y)

v(1) (Lx, y) = v(2) (−Lx, y)

w(1) (Lx, y) = w(2) (−Lx, y)

(3.18)

which ensures continuity of displacement. In addition, the following rotation

based conditions must be satisfied to ensure the connection is smooth

∂w(1)

∂x
(Lx, y) =

∂w(2)

∂x
(−Lx, y)

∂w(1)

∂y
(Lx, y) =

∂w(2)

∂y
(−Lx, y)

(3.19)

It is notable that the requirement of ∂w/∂y is already satisfied from the

continuous out-of-plane displacement implicitly. By minimising the poten-

tial energy function Eq. 3.17 with these constraints, the stable shapes of

connected shells can be predicted. This Ritz model can be easily modified

to calculate the stable shapes of structures consisting of more than two com-

posite shells by the incorporation of additional boundary conditions.

3.3 Gradient-based optimisation

It is well known that a conservative structure – which all structures investi-

gated in this thesis are assumed to be – is in a stable equilibrium configuration
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when the potential energy is minimised. To calculate the stable configura-

tions of composite shells at room temperature, the potential energy function

should be minimised and the minima obtained may represent one or more

stable states. This is because some stable states may have the same potential

energy values.

From the previous section, we already know that the potential energy

function of composite shells is the function of unknown coefficients of shape

functions. When a continuous function f(x) is a function of x, where x =

(x1, x2, ..., xn)T , if there exists some D > 0 at the point x = X, the following

condition holds

f(X) ≤ f(x)when | x−X |≤ D (3.20)

then f(x) is said to have a local minimum at X [104].

The technique to obtain the minimum value of a function of several vari-

ables on the values of the variables is named multidimensional optimisation.

There are many different ways to solve multidimensional optimisation prob-

lems. Essentially, the techniques can be divided into two categories depend-

ing on whether derivative evaluation is used or not. Methods in which deriva-

tives are not evaluated are named derivative-free methods. These methods

are used for optimising functions for which derivatives are difficult to calcu-

late. However, the computational time of derivative-free optimisation is long.

Those methods in which derivatives are evaluated are called gradient-based

methods. For this total potential energy function optimisation, derivatives

of the function can be readily calculated. Thus a gradient-based approach is

applied.

For functions f of a single variable x, maximum and minimum values are

determined when the derivative of the function is equal to zero i.e. f ′(x) =
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0. Furthermore, the value of the second derivative f”(x) can determine

whether a particular turning point represents a maximum or minimum value.

This theory is readily extendible to solve multidimensional problems. If the

partial derivatives with respect to all the variables are equal to zero, the

multidimensional equation becomes optimal. For the total potential energy

function described above, we use c = (c1, ..., cn) to represent the unknown

coefficients Un,m−n, Vn,m−n,W
x
n ,W

y
n . The potential energy derivatives are

represented in the Jacobian matrix, which is defined as

∇Π =



∂Π(c)
∂c1

∂Π(c)
∂c2

∂Π(c)
∂c3
...

∂Π(c)
∂cn


(3.21)

However, to determine whether a function is minimised at this point, it is

also necessary to consider the second derivatives. These are represented in

the form of a Hessian matrix. The Hessian matrix of the total potential

energy function is defined as

∇2Π =



∂2Π(c)

∂c21

∂2Π(c)
∂c1∂c2

· · · ∂2Π(c)
∂c1∂cn

∂2Π(c)
∂c2∂c1

∂2Π(c)

∂c22
· · · ∂2Π(c)

∂c2∂cn
...

...
. . .

...

∂2Π(c)
∂cn∂c1

∂2Π(c)
∂cn∂c2

· · · ∂2Π(c)
∂c2n

 (3.22)

If, and only if, all the first derivatives are zero and the eigenvalues of hessian

matrix are positive, in other words the Hessian matrix is positive definite,

the potential energy function is minimised. These optimality conditions are

sufficient conditions to solve unconstrained problems, i.e. single unsymmetric

composite shells. For the connected composite shells, additional constraints
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also need to be satisfied. All these potential energy functions are minimised

using the constrained optimisation function fmincon in MATLAB [106] by

means of an interior-point algorithm. This is because the interior-point al-

gorithm can handle large scale problems. The constraints are satisfied at all

iterations. This algorithm is also the default algorithm use to solve optimi-

sation problem in MATLAB using the built-in fmincon function.

The Fmincon optimisation function can find a constrained minimum of

the potential energy function at an initial estimate of the variables. In this

optimisation programming, the potential energy function of coupled compos-

ite shells is defined as the objective function, and the boundary conditions

of the linking edges are defined as the equality constraints. The Jacobians

matrix and the Hessian matrix of the objective function are computed by a

quasi-Newton method. The iterations in a minimisation calculation depends

on the configured stopping criteria. A solution of the unknown coefficients

and the value of the potential energy function will be returned when the

stopping criteria are met.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, a high-order Ritz analytical model of unsymmetric compos-

ite laminates is presented. This model has been previously shown to provide

accurate stable shape predictions of a single unsymmetric composite lami-

nate. To use the Ritz approach to analyse a compound composite surface,

this high-order Ritz model has been refined. Finally, the gradient-based op-

timisation method which is used to minimise the potential energy functions

of unsymmetric composite laminates has been briefly introduced.

In the next chapter, this developed model will be applied to investigate
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the multistability of coupled composite shells and the results will be validated

against finite element analysis and experimental works.
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Chapter 4

Series-Connected Bistable

Composite Shells

The presence of bistability gives asymmetric composite laminates the poten-

tial to be used as components of multistable structures, which possess many

more than two discrete stable states. In real applications, a single bistable

composite shell cannot normally fulfil all the requirements. On the one hand,

bistable composite shells are required to cooperate with other components.

On the other hand, structures exhibiting a higher degree of multistability are

needed. The limited body of literature on this subject considers these two re-

quirements. To date, there has been no demonstration of a highly multistable

continuous composite surface fabricated without any conventional fixation.

To address this gap in the research and extend the potential of bistable com-

posite shells, in this chapter, two and more identical bistable composite shells

will be connected in series in order to form a continuous surface. When two or

more bistable composite shells are connected in a continuous sense, the com-

pound surface may present a high degree of multistability. In the previous

chapter, the theoretical background of the analytical model of asymmetric
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composite laminates has been reviewed and extended to predict the multi-

stable behaviour of connected bistable composite shells. Moreover, FEA as

an alternative simulation methodology will be implemented. Previous litera-

ture has demonstrated FEA can provide the shape predictions of composite

shells with arbitrary layups in a few minutes. Moreover, FEA simulation can

illustrate the actuation process of multistable structures, which cannot be

provided by the analytical model. The analysis is carried out using SAM-

CEF [107] finite element commercial software in this research. This software

supports nonlinear analysis and hence offers high accuracy. Since this re-

search focuses on the stable shapes of composite shells, the velocities of the

movement and inertial phenomena are neglected. A geometrically nonlinear

static analysis is therefore implemented. Finally, the numerical results will

be verified experimentally.

In order to interpret the multistable behaviour of these compound sur-

faces, a two-dimensional von Mises truss analog model will be introduced first

and a parametric study will be carried out to characterise the controlling pa-

rameters which determine the multistability of the analog model. Inspired

by the understanding gained from this simplified study, a design method will

be developed to assist the compound surface in achieving higher degrees of

multistability.
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4.1 Two-dimensional multistable analog mod-

els

4.1.1 Coupled von Mises trusses

A von Mises truss consisting of two elastic bars is a stereotypical bistable

structure. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the von Mises truss has an initial length

of bar L0. The span width of the truss is 2l. The axial stiffness of the bar

is assumed to be constant, Ks, and the Euler load is specified to be large

enough to avoid buckling. A bias spring, Kb, is attached between ground

and the connection point of two rods. The truss is initially positioned in

the original equilibrium state in which the height of the von Mises truss is

h and the biasing spring is undeformed. When a vertical displacement δ is

applied to the truss system, the bar is compressed and the length of each rod

is changed to L. The corresponding vertical load, P , applied at the apex in

conditions of equilibrium is obtained by

P = Kbδ + 2Ks(L0 −
√
l2 + (h− δ)2) sin θ (4.1)

in which θ is the angle between a rod and the horizontal direction. Angle θ

is evaluated according to

θ = arctan

(
h− δ
l

)
(4.2)

The strain energy of the von Mises truss system, U , can be obtained by

summing the strain energy of two rods and the bias spring

U = 2

(
1

2
Ks(L0 − L)2

)
+

1

2
Kbδ

2

= Ks (L0 − L)2 +
1

2
Kbδ

2

= Ks

(
L0 −

√
l2 + (h− δ)2

)2

+
1

2
Kbδ

2

(4.3)
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Figure 4.1: A von Mises truss structure

From Eq. 4.3, it is shown that the strain energy is the function of vertical

displacement, δ. To plot the relationship of strain energy of the von Mises

truss and δ, the parameters of the von Mises truss are defined by specific

values as shown in Table 4.1. It is notable that the values of Ks and Kb may

vary in order to investigate their influence on the relationship of the strain

energy and the vertical displacement of the von Mises truss.

Table 4.1: Properties of a von Mises truss

L0 h l Ks Kb

(mm) (mm) (mm) (N/mm) (N/mm)

300 100 283 200 2

The relationship between the displacement relative to the double height,

2h. and the stored strain energy relative to the largest local strain energy

minimum of a bistable truss achieved is presented in Fig. 4.2, in which 100%

relative displacement indicates that the vertical displacement of the truss is

the maximum displacement, 2h. The two local strain energy minima corre-

spond to two stable states. The value of Kb is set as 0, 2, 4 and 6. When
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Figure 4.2: Relative strain energy vs. relative displacement plots for a single

von Mises truss with variable bias stiffness, Kb, showing the transition from

symmetric to asymmetric bistability.
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Kb = 0, the two local minimum values are identical, and the system is sym-

metrically bistable. With Kb increasing, the actuation energy of one stable

state rises and the energy gap between two stable states increases. The sta-

ble state possessing the lower potential energy becomes the preferred stable

state. When Kb reaches a critical value, the second energy minimum disap-

pears and the system becomes monostable. In other words, to ensure that

each individual truss is bistable, the stiffness of the bias spring Kb must be

lower than a critical value.

Besides Kb, the bistability of the von Mises truss is also determined by

Ks. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the influence of Ks on the stored strain energy of the

bistable truss with a fixed non-zero Kb. It is notable that higher actuation

energy is required when Ks increases. This means stiffer rods would lead

both of the stable configurations to be more stable.

Next, the multistability of connected von Mises trusses will be investi-

gated. Fig. 4.4 shows two identical von Mises truss structures coupled by

a rigid bar and coupling spring Kc. Both trusses are shown in their initial

strain-free stable configurations. Biasing springs, Kb, are attached to the

centrally-located hinges, A and B.

When a vertical displacement, δ1, is applied, this displacement is trans-

mitted to truss 2 by the rigid bar and truss 1 will follow its equilibrium path.

If the vertical displacement of point B is denoted by δ2, the load applied by

the coupling spring on point B may be expressed as

P2 = Kc(δ1 − δ2) (4.4)

Application of Eq. 4.3 shows that the equilibrium paths followed by each

truss are also equal to

Pi = Kbδi + 2Ks(L0 −
√
l2 + (h− δi)2) sin θi, (i = 1, 2) (4.5)
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metrically bistable von Mises truss with variable Ks
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Figure 4.4: Two coupled biased von Mises truss structures
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in which θi is evaluated according to

θ = arctan

(
h− δi
l

)
, (i = 1, 2) (4.6)

Combining Eqs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, it may be seen that the displacement of

truss 2, δ2, may be expressed as a function of the imposed displacement δ1.

This coupled bistable structure presents a high degree of multistability

if, and only if, the snap through of truss 1 does not trigger truss 2 to snap

through. The multistable behaviour of the coupled bistable trusses may

affect by Kc and Kb. To investigate the influence of the two parameters on

the multistability of the coupled von Mises trusses, we vary the values of Kc

and Kb respectively. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the relation between δ1 and δ2 of

coupled trusses with variable Kc during the actuation process of the truss

1. In the figure, relative driving displacement indicates the percentage of

displacement undergone by truss 1, where 100% corresponds to the maximum

displacement, 2h. According to this graph, the actuated driving truss would

cause the snap-through of the driven truss when the value of Kc is high.

With the value of Kc decreasing, the automatic snap-through of the driven

truss requires a larger displacement δ1 is applied on the driving von Mises

truss. When the Kc is lower than a critical value, the driven shell would not

be triggered by the actuated driving truss. This means the coupled truss

system transitions from being bistable to being quadstable.
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Figure 4.5: Relative driving displacement percentage (δ1) vs. relative driven

displacement percentage (δ2) plots for the coupled trusses with variable cou-

pling stiffness, Kc. showing the transition from bistable to quadstable.
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stiffness, Kb. showing the transition from bistable to quadstable.
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Next, the influence of Kb on the multistability of coupled von Mises

trusses is investigated. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the relation between δ1 and δ2

of coupled trusses with variable Kb during the actuation process of truss 1.

In this figure, the value of Kc is fixed and the value of Kb is set to be variable.

When the value of Kb is zero, the driven truss would not be triggered by the

actuated driving truss. With the trusses moving from being symmetrically

bistable to being asymmetrically bistable, the coupled system may transition

from being quadstable to being bistable. It has been known that, if and only

if Kc is lower than a critical value, the whole structure presents quadstability.

Fig. 4.6 also indicates that a certain value of Kc can transition from being

higher than the critical value to being lower than it by decreasing Kb. This

means the critical value of Kc is determined by Kb. Higher value of Kb will

lead the critical value of Kc to decrease.

The response of the coupled von Mises truss system can be summarised

as follows:

• a von Mises truss demonstrates symmetric bistability, if and only if the

stiffness of bias springs Kb equals 0;

• as the value of Kb increases, the asymmetry of the bistability increases.

When Kb exceeds a critical value, the trusses become monostable;

• as the value of Ks increases, the actuation energy of a von Mises truss

model increases and the equilibrium configurations become more stable;

• to avoid the actuation of the driven truss caused by the driving truss,

in other words, to ensure the system achieves quadstability, the relative

stiffness of the coupling spring stiffness Kc must be lower than a critical

value;
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• the critical value of Kc is dependent on the value of Kb i.e. the sym-

metry of bistability of each individual truss. Higher Kb will cause the

critical value of Kc to decrease.

4.1.2 Tripled von Mises trusses

When one more von Mises truss is connected, the multistable behaviour of

the whole system may be very different to that of the coupled von Mises

trusses, because the middle truss is affected by two adjacent trusses. By

being able to understand the behaviour of tripled von Mises trusses, we can

easily extend the design to more connected von Mises trusses and we can lay

the groundwork for a study of surfaces consisting of bistable composite shells

connected in series.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, three identical von Mises trusses are connected

in series. Out of the three von Mises truss, truss 2 is connected to two trusses

and the movement of this truss is influenced by the two adjacent trusses. In

the same way as the coupled von Mises model, the stiffness of the rods is

Ks. Biasing springs, Kb, are attached to the centrally-located hinges, A, B

and C. Adjacent truss systems are connected as shown by a rigid bar and

coupling spring, Kc. All of these trusses are shown in their initial strain-free

stable configurations. The initial height of the truss members is defined by

the vertical distance, h, and the maximum displacement of a truss is 2h.

When one truss in this connected structure is actuated, the movement

will be transmitted to other driven trusses by the rigid bars and connecting

springs. If the vertical displacement of points, A,B,C is denoted by δ1, δ2, δ3,

the load applied by the connecting spring on points, A,B,C are expressed

as
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Figure 4.7: Three connected biased von Mises truss structures

P1 = Kc(δ1 − δ2);

P2 = Kc(δ2 − δ1) +Kc(δ2 − δ3);

P3 = Kc(δ3 − δ2).

(4.7)

The combined equilibrium configurations of these three systems are there-

fore obtained, according to

Pi = Kbδi + 2Ks(L0 −
√
l2 + (h− δi)2) sin θi, (i = 1, 2, 3) (4.8)

in which Xi are the compressive deformations of the diagonal members and

θi is the angle between a hinge and the horizontal direction. They can be

obtained by

Xi = L0 −
√
l2 + (h− δi)2, (i = 1, 2, 3)

θi = arctan(
h− δi
l

), (i = 1, 2, 3)
(4.9)

Combining Eqs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, it may be seen that the displacement of

the two driven trusses, may be expressed as a function of the imposed dis-

placement, δ, on the driving truss. According to Eq. 4.3, the strain energy

of a single von Mises truss can be evaluated. The stored strain energy of the
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tripled truss system, U can be obtained by summing the strain energy of the

three single truss systems:

U =
3∑

i=1

Ks

(
L0 −

√
l2 + (h− δi)2

)2

+
1

2
Kbδ

2
i (4.10)

In order to identify each state clearly, we use binary numbers to rep-

resent every state. The original stable state of the truss is named 0 and

the actuated stable state is named 1. Stable state 000 and 111 are two pri-

mary stable states since there is almost no interaction between the connected

trusses. When not all connected trusses are in the same state, the tripled

truss structure is in an intermediate state. In an intermediate state, the in-

teraction between two adjacent trusses within different states may be large

enough to trigger one of the trusses to be transformed into the other state; in

other words, this intermediate state is not stable. To determine the stability

of intermediate states, four actuation steps are applied. Specifically:

• step A: actuate from state 000 to state 100;

• step B: actuate from state 100 to state 110;

• step C: actuate from state 100 to state 101;

• step D: actuate from state 110 to state 010.

States 001 and 011 are not investigated as their behaviour may be inferred

due to the symmetry of the system. In all cases the actuated truss is subjected

to displacement control, and the other two trusses are in a force-controlled

regime.
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Figure 4.8: Relative displacement of trusses vs. relative strain energy in

different actuation steps plots for the tripled von Mises trusses.

The tripled von Mises truss structure possesses eight stable states if, and

only if, the actuation of the driving truss does not actuate the other two

trusses in every actuation step. Fig. 4.8 demonstrates the relative displace-

ments of the trusses of an octo-stable truss structure by the four actuation
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steps. It is clear that, in each actuation step, the relative displacements of

the driven trusses are small when the structure reaches a new stable state.

This indicates that no automatic snapthrough occurs and the expected sta-

ble state can be achieved. The energy graphs of the tripled truss structure

plotted in Fig. 4.9 verify the stability of these new states. It is clear that the

structure reaches a local energy minimum at the new state.

The analytical results show that the multistability of the tripled von Mises

trusses is determined by the connection between the trusses. If the value of

Kc rises, the interaction between connected trusses will also increase. If Kc

exceeds a critical value, the tripled truss systems will not demonstrate eight

stable states. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the relative displacements of the trusses of

a hepta-stable truss structure by the four actuation steps. In the actuation

step D, the movement of truss 1 results in increasing external strain energy

being introduced to truss 2. Before truss 1 is fully actuated, the energy

introduced to truss 2 already exceeds the actuation energy and the truss

snaps back to state 0. In other words, the intermediate state 010 of this

structure is no longer a stable state. By actuating truss 1, the structure

will jump through from state 110 to state 000 directly. Thus, this structure

only possesses seven stable states. As Kc increases, more intermediate states

become switched off via a similar mechanism.

To avoid the unwanted automatic actuation, the actuation energy of the

truss needs to be raised. According to the investigation of the multistability

of the single truss, the actuation energy is determined by the relative stiff-

ness of the bar, Ks. By increasing the value of Ks, the stable state 010 is

once again achievable and the tripled truss structure regains octo-stability

successfully. In other words, higher Ks can help the tripled trusses that have

a strong connection to achieve higher multistability.
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Figure 4.9: Relative displacement of trusses in different actuation steps plots

for the tripled trusses.
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Figure 4.10: Relative displacement of trusses vs relative strain energy plots

for the tripled trusses which has one driven truss triggered in step C

Although the bias stiffness Kb can affect the degree of asymmetric bista-

bility of a single truss system, the influence of the value of Kb on achieving

the octo-stability of this tripled structure is limited. This is because, despite

resulting in a more stable state 0, the increasing Kb will lead the actuated
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state 1 to be less stable. Therefore, in order to ensure the tripled von Mises

trusses possesses more stable states, these bistable trusses should not be

highly asymmetrically bistable.

In summary, the response of the tripled bistable trusses shows that its

multistability is determined by the relative stiffness of the bias and coupling

springs and the bars. Specifically:

• as the value of bias stiffness, Kb, increases from 0, the single truss

changes from being symmetrically bistable to being asymmetrically

bistable. If Kb is over a critical value, the truss will be monostable;

• higher coupling stiffness Kc will lead to higher actuation energy of the

individual truss;

• to avoid the actuation of the driven truss caused by the driving truss

– in other words, to ensure the system achieves octostability – the

relative stiffness of the connecting spring, Kc, must be lower than a

critical value;

• the critical value of Kc is dependent on the value of Ks, i.e. the sym-

metry of bistability of each individual truss. The critical value of Kc

can be raised by increasing the relative stiffness of the rods, Ks;

• a structure composed of three symmetrically bistable trusses is more

likely to achieve octostability than one that is composed of asymmet-

rically bistable trusses.

4.2 Series-connected bistable composite shells

By investigating the simple von Mises truss models, we obtain a general

understanding of the multistable behaviour of connected two-dimensional
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bistable elements. In this section, the research moves on to the connected

bistable composite shells. Although the multistable behaviour of side con-

nected bistable shells must be more complex than that of the point connected

von Mises model. Our knowledge of the von Mises models allows us to de-

termine the key parameters that affect the multistability of series-connected

bistable shells. In summary, according to the analog model, the asymmet-

ric bistability of the bistable element, the stiffness of connections and the

mechanical properties of the bistable element determine the multistable be-

haviour of connected bistable elements.

For connected bistable composite shells, the mechanical properties are

determined: this research is therefore not concerned with the influence of

materials on the multistability of series-connected bistable composite shells.

The only approach for changing the stiffness of connections is to partially

connect bistable shells. However, this approach works against the original

intention of the research: to build a highly multistable continuous composite

surface. In this research the bistable shells have to be fully connected side

by side. As the stiffness of connections and the mechanical properties of the

bistable elements are fixed, the only approach which may control the mul-

tistability of connected bistable composite shells is to tailor the asymmetric

bistability of bistable composite elements. In that case, therefore, we need to

study the approaches to vary the asymmetric bistability of single composite

shell. The composite shells with tailored bistability will then be connected

to form a continuous surface.

4.2.1 Bistability of single composite shells

In this research, the basic bistable element is a square asymmetric composite

shell, which is made of Hexcel IM7-8552 Graphite/Epoxy Prepreg. The
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mechanical properties are listed in Table 4.2. The cure cycle of this material

is shown in Fig. 4.11.

Table 4.2: Material properties of IM7-8552 carbon fibre composites

E11 E22 G12 ν12 α1 α2 Thickness

(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (10−6/◦C) (10−6/◦C) (mm)

164 12 5.3 0.33 -0.02 31.2 0.131

Figure 4.11: Cure cycle of Hexcel IM7-8552 Graphite/Epoxy Prepreg [105]

In terms of selecting layups, there are two requirements that should be

satisfied: no twisting curvature should be introduced and there should be

moderate out-of-plane displacement, because it may be difficult to connect

the edges of twisting shells and strain energy will be induced. Moderate

out-of-plane displacement can prevent the surface from rolling up in some

states.
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The room temperature shapes of square laminates from the [θ/(θ − 90)]

family are investigated. The side length of these square laminate is set as

100 mm. FEA is applied for predicting the stable shapes of laminates from

this family, with θ having 5◦ increment. The FEA software can simulate the

coordinates of all the nodes of a laminate after curing. The nodes are fitted

with a surface; this surface can be represented by a polynomial f(x, y). The

twisting curvature can thus be calculated by

κxy = −2
∂2f(x, y)

∂x∂y
(4.11)

Eight-node square shell elements are used in order to provide quadratic

interpolation between the nodes. A mesh refinement study is carried out

to determine a level of discretisation that balances accuracy and efficiency.

[45/−45] square laminate models are meshed into 100, 400, 900, 1600 equally

sized square elements respectively. The deformed shapes of these composite

laminate models can be accurately fitted by second order polynomials, the

twisting curvature is assumed to be constant through the surface. The twist-

ing curvature results of the FEA models are listed in Fig. 4.12. It is clear

that the results converge when the mesh density is over 400. Therefore, the

square composite laminates are meshed by 400 8-node square shell elements.

Fig. 4.13 shows that the twisting curvature of laminates from this family

varies when θ increases. The laminate does not exhibit twisting curvature

when, and only when, θ = 0, 90, i.e. cross-ply layup. On the other hand, the

laminate with a [0/90] layup and 100 mm side length shows a moderate out-

of-plane displacement after curing. The maximum out-of-plane displacement

is approximately 20% of the side length. Thus, the composite laminates are

made to be [0/90] and the side length is 100 mm.
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Inspired by the analog model, the asymmetric bistability of the bistable

composite elements may influence the multistability of series-connected bistable

composite shells. Considering the corresponding effect for composite plates,

two approaches are proposed to vary the asymmetry of bistability. First, the

influence of geometric configuration on the degree of bistable asymmetry of

the shells is considered. Three different plate geometries are applied in this

work: triangular, square and trapezoidal. Second, a composite strip is at-

tached to the central of a bistable composite shell in order to vary the degree

of bistable asymmetry.

Fig. 4.14 illustrates the three different geometric shapes used in this thesis,

i.e. triangular shape, square shape and trapezoidal shape respectively. The

side length of square laminates, the base length of triangular laminates and

the top base of trapezoidal laminates are 100 mm. The heights of three

geometric shapes are identical, 100 mm. The bottom base length of the

trapezoidal laminates is 150 mm.

100mm

150mm

1
0
0
m
m

Figure 4.14: The dimensions of three different composite laminates
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To understand the influence of these two approaches on the asymmetric

bistability of a composite laminate, we need to obtain the variation of rela-

tive strain energy of two stable states of the laminate during the actuation

process. The Ritz approximation methodology has been proved to be able to

predict the deformation shape and the total potential energy of a laminate

at a certain point, but it is not a viable approach to demonstrate the varia-

tion of potential energy value through the actuation. By contrast, FEA can

quantitatively monitor the strain energy when a laminate is actuated. Thus,

the degree of bistable asymmetry of a composite laminate is investigated by

FEA. Since triangular shells and trapezoidal shells are not regular shaped

shells, a further mesh refinement study is implemented and the triangular

laminate is meshed with 322 triangle elements and the trapezoidal laminate

is meshed with 400 quadrangular elements.

To distinguish the two stable states of unsymmetric composite laminates,

binary number is used to represent the two states. If the triangular or trape-

zoidal shell curves along the 100 mm base side, the shell is defined as being

in state 0. It is notable that this base side will be used as the linking edge in

the next section. Otherwise, it is in state 1. For the square shell, a edge is

defined as the linking edge first. This edge will be connected with identical

bistable shells in the next section. If a square shell curves along the linking

edge, the square shell is defined as being state 0. Otherwise, it is in state 1.

Fig. 4.15 presents the relationship between the relative strain energy of

different bistable shells, defined as a percentage of its maximum value, and

the relative actuation percentage. To investigate the influence of the different

geometric shapes on the asymmetric bistability of composite laminates, the

differences between the relative strain energy of the two stable states which

are listed in Table 4.3 should be considered. The locus of these energy curve
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which is largely dependent on the actuation procedure is not the emphasis

of this study. For the square laminate, the strain energy of the two stable

states are equal. This means the square shell is symmetrically bistable. For

the trapezoidal shell, the initial stable state is to be preferred because the

potential energy at that state is lower than the other stable state. However,

for the triangular shell, the converse is the case. According to the FE results,

the degree of bistable asymmetry of a asymmetric composite laminate can

therefore be tailored by changing the geometric shape of the laminate.
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Figure 4.15: Relative strain energy percentage vs. actuation percentage plots

for composite shells of varying geometry obtained by FEA

The second approach for varying the degree of bistable asymmetry of a

laminate is that of attaching a composite strip to the central line. In the

analog model, we name the spring causing the asymmetric bistability of a

von Mises truss as the bias spring. The strips used in this research are named
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Table 4.3: The differences of relative strain energy between the initial stable

state and the the final stable state of bistable composite shells within dif-

ferent geometric shapes and the preferred stable states of different bistable

composite laminates predicted by FEA

Geometric shape Relative strain energy difference, % Preferred stable state

Square shell 0 Symmetry

Trapezoidal shell -14 State 0

Triangular shell 5.3 State 1

biasing strips, because they may cause the symmetric bistability of square

laminates to be biased. A biasing strip is made of symmetric composite lam-

inate and the width is 10% of the side length of the laminate.The attached

biasing strip is simulated by draping a strip of symmetric laminate on the

square shell. Also it should be attached to the laminate before curing and

should be manufactured with the laminate together. In this way, the cen-

tral part of the laminate has a different layup to the rest of the laminate,

as illustrated in Fig. 4.16. The laminate with varying stiffness may demon-

strate different bistable behaviours compared to the behaviour of original

asymmetric laminate.

A biasing strip may be attached parallel or perpendicularly to the linking

edges respectively as shown in Fig. 4.17. By attaching the strip, the thickness

of the central region of the shell is doubled. If the shell is actuated from a

state which the region with doubled thickness is curved, larger energy will be

required to bend over the surface. However, the energy required to snap back

this surface will not be largely influenced by the attached strip, because the
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Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram of a laminate with variable layup by attach-

ing a biasing strip
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Figure 4.17: Two different approaches of attaching a biasing strip on a single

shell
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central region with double thickness does not demonstrate significant out-of-

plane displacements when the surface curves vertical to the strip direction.

The influence of a biasing strip on the bistable behaviour of a single shell is

presented in Fig. 4.18. We set the global strain energy minimum of every shell

as 0. This means that the strain energy of the preferred stable state of each

single shell is 0. The energy curves of three different single shells are plotted

in the same graph for comparison. As expected, by attaching the biasing

strip, the two stable states no longer exist at the same potential energy level.

The degree of asymmetric bistability of the single shell increases and the

stable state possessing lower potential energy becomes the preferred stable

state. It is also noted that the selection of one of the two possible orientations

of the biasing strip enables either of the stable states to be made preferential.
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Figure 4.18: Relative strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots

for a symmetric bistable shell and two identical shells with different biasing

strips attached.
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4.2.2 Coupled composite shells of tailored asymmetric

bistability

As the approaches for tailoring the asymmetric bistability of an individual

bistable composite laminate have been studied, in the next step, the research

focuses on the multistable behaviour of these laminates when they are con-

nected to an identical partner.

Three pairs of asymmetric composite shells with different geometric shapes

are used to investigate the influence of asymmetric bistability of bistable el-

ements on the multistability of a compound surface, as shown in Fig. 4.19.

1
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m100 mm
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x

Figure 4.19: Geometry of connected bistable composite shells with different

geometric shapes

Also two pairs of asymmetric composite shells with biasing strips attached

will be studied. In one pair, the biasing strips are attached parallel to the

linking edges. In the other, the biasing strips are attached perpendicular to
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the linking edges.

Theoretically, these surfaces, consisting of two bistable elements may

present up to four different stable states. Among these four stable states,

the two primary states exist, in which both of the shells have the same stable

configuration. Besides the two primary stable states, the connected plates

may achieve stability during intermediate states in which the two shells indi-

vidually present different configurations. Due to the continuous connection,

the two plates will be subject to considerable deformations, which may trigger

the surface to jump through to the primary stable state during an attempted

transition to an intermediate state. Thus, the key to achieving highly multi-

stable surfaces is the stability of intermediate states. To distinguish between

different states, we use binary numbers to represent these states. If a shell

curves along the linking edge direction, the shell is defined as being in state

0. Otherwise, it is in state 1. So the four states are state 00, state 01, state

10 and state 11.

Refined Ritz model and results

FEA which has been widely used to predict the multistable behaviour of

unsymmetric composite laminates, will be used to simulate the multistable

behaviour of coupled bistable shells in this study. However, FEA may not

be an efficient approach to determine the number of stable states of a multi-

stable surface composed of bistable shells. Some intermediate stable configu-

rations are barely stable, or metastable [108], and are difficult to predict. The

displacement-controlled strategy used in the FEA may trigger the surface to

snap through to the next stable state causing an existing intermediate stable

state to be bypassed. Before investigating the precise stable configurations of

coupled bistable shells, the predetermination of the number of stable states
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must be addressed. For this reason, an analytical model based on the Ritz

energy approach introduced in Chapter 3 is developed.

Eq. 3.14 is a typical equation for obtaining the total potential energy of

a square laminate. In this research, not only the potential energy of square

laminates but also that of triangular laminates and trapezoidal laminates will

be calculated. For an isosceles triangular laminate, the bottom side length

of which is 2Ly and the height of which is 2Lx, Eq. 3.14 is rewritten as

Π =

∫ ∫ 1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

=

∫ Lx

−Lx

∫ Ly(x+Lx)

2Lx

−Ly(x+Lx)

2Lx

1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

(4.12)

For an isosceles trapezoidal laminate the length of the bases of which are

2Ly and 2Sy (Ly > Sy) and the height of which is 2Lx, Eq. 3.14 is rewritten

as

Π =

∫ ∫ 1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

ε
κ

−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

=

∫ Lx

−Lx

∫ (
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x+
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2

)

−(
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Lx
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2

)

1

2
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κ

T A B

B D

ε
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−
N th

M th

T ε
κ


 dxdy

(4.13)

Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 only provide the total potential energy of a single

laminate in special geometric shapes. To calculate the total potential energy

of connected composite shells, Eq. 3.17 is used and boundary conditions

Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19 must be satisfied.
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For a square laminate with a biasing strip attached, the total potential

energy of the structure must include the potential energy of the strip. Since

we assume the laminate and the biasing strip fit each other perfectly, the

shape functions of the two are the same. The total potential energy is given

by

Π = Πshell + Πstrip

=

∫ ∫
shell

1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

shell ε
κ

−
N th(shell)

M th(shell)

T ε
κ


 dxdy

+

∫ ∫
strip

1

2

ε
κ

T A B

B D

strip ε
κ

−
N th(strip)

M th(strip)

T ε
κ


 dxdy

(4.14)

Also, the potential energy of coupled bistable shell with strips can be

calculated by Eq. 3.17 and boundary conditions Eq. 3.18; meanwhile, Eq.

3.19 must be satisfied.

We know the potential energy, Π is a function of the unknown coefficients

Un,m−n, Vn,m−n,W
x
n ,W

y
n from the shape functions. The order of the shape

functions and the number of unknown coefficients determine the accuracy and

the operation time of the Ritz prediction. Theoretically, higher order shape

functions result in more accurate prediction but a longer operation time.

Table 4.4 lists the operation time of one optimisation calculation of different

orders of Ritz models. It is clear that the operation time is increasing as the

order number increases. To effect a compromise between the requirements of

accuracy and the operation time, the next question is to determine the order

number and the number of unknown coefficients.

Studies [7, 8] show that the curvatures of a composite laminate in the x−
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Table 4.4: Operation time of optimising Ritz models within different orders

Order Number Operation Time(s)

2 2.1

3 3.1

4 7.0

5 34.6

and y− directions can be assumed to be constant through the surface. This

means the second order Ritz model is applied. The results of the Ritz model

can accurately describe the deformed shape of most regions. The main differ-

ences are only found around the edges. However, this assumption cannot be

used in the Ritz model of coupled bistable composite shells. The laminates

are not only subjected to the internal residual thermal force, but also the

external strains, especially in the intermediate states. The deformed shape

will be much more complex than a edge-free composite shell. The curvatures

in the x− and y− directions and the twisting curvature have to be assumed

to be variable. Since the purpose of the study is to determine the number of

the stable states, if the lower order shape functions cannot describe a stable

configuration accurately, this stable state may be missed. Therefore, a higher

order Ritz model is needed. To define the order of the Ritz model, the FE

prediction of a laminate in an intermediate state is fitted by a polynomial sur-

face. Fig. 4.20 shows the out-of-plane displacement of the laminate predicted

by FEA (the black nodes) when fitted by polynomial surfaces of different or-

ders. We use the Sum of Squared Errors of prediction (SSE) to quantify the

discrepancy between the FEA results and the polynomial surfaces. Table 4.5

lists SSE of these polynomial surfaces. It is clear that the SSE decreases
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with the order of the polynomial surface increasing. It indicates that the

polynomial surface cannot fit the FE results very well when the order of the

prediction function is low, but the fourth order polynomial surface fits the

nodes accurately. The SSE of the fourth order polynomial surface is only 1%

of the SSE of the second order polynomial surface. When the order rises to

fifth, no obviously better fitting is demonstrated but the operation time of

the fifth order Ritz model is much longer than the fourth order Ritz model.

Thus, the fourth order Ritz model is selected in this research.

Table 4.5: SSE between polynomial surfaces of different orders and FEA

results

Order Number SSE (mm2)

2 326

3 41.7

4 4.48

5 1.31

Because we assume the laminates are deformed symmetrically along the

y axis, the following conditions are determined:

• u0 is even in y and odd in x.

• v0 is even in x and odd in y.

• w0 is even in y.

The energy function of a coupled bistable shell is consequently simplified

so that it has 40 coefficients in order to to fulfil these conditions.
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(a) Second Order

(b) Third Order

(c) Fourth Order

(d) Fifth Order

Figure 4.20: The surface of a laminate in an intermediate state fit by different

order polynomials.
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The minimisation calculations of Ritz models are implemented using

Matlab R2012a. The calculations begin with an initial guess of these un-

known coefficients. The potential energy function is minimised by interior-

point algorithm using the Matlab function Fmincon. The advantage of this

method is that it ensures that all the constraints satisfied in every iteration.

In the previous literature, the analytical models are used to predict two stable

states corresponding to the global minima of the potential energy function.

However, the coupled composite shells may present stable intermediate states

in which the structure reaches local potential energy minima. A challenge

of this research is to seek out all the local energy minima of a compound

composite surface corresponding to stable states. Different minima may be

obtained by varying the initial values of the unknown coefficients. Thus, to

ensure all the stable states of coupled bistable shells be predicted, the initial

values of the unknown coefficients should be selected from a certain interval.

As the total number of unknown coefficients in the potential energy func-

tion is large, an investigation of the variation of all these coefficients’ values

is not feasible. Thus, the coefficients which dominate the behaviour are

sought and only the variation of these key coefficients is considered. When

the coupled bistable composite shells are in a primary state, i.e. state 00 or

state 11, the interaction between the two shells is relatively low. Therefore,

both of the composite shells are in a stable state and the whole structure

is guaranteed to be stable. The primary difficulty of this study is to iden-

tify and to define the stability of intermediate states. In order to ensure

the minimisation algorithm can work out local energy minima representing

intermediate stable states, initial configurations of shells should be similar

to these intermediate configurations and these key coefficients are required
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to play a crucial role in defining the intermediate state. Since the linking

edges are parallel to the y−direction, for a surface in an intermediate state,

the curvature of the y−direction must be variable along the x−direction to

ensure the two linking edges have the same curvature. To provide a variable

curvature κy, the coefficients of xy2 and x2y2 terms are dominant. Therefore

these two coefficients are set as the key coefficients.

Next, the initial values of these key coefficients need to be determined.

We use the intermediate state of coupled composite shells predicted by FEA

as a reference. The FEA data of an intermediate state of coupled composite

shells are fitted by a polynomial surface, which contains terms as same as

the shape function of the Ritz model. The coefficient values of xy2 and x2y2

terms of this polynomial can be used to estimate the scale of the initial values

of the key coefficients. We set an interval based on the reference values of

key coefficients and all integers in this interval will be selected to form a

large number of groups of initial guesses of the coefficients of xy2 and x2y2 to

ensure the intermediate stable states are found. Meanwhile, the initial values

of other coefficients are set to be zero. Finally, thousands of groups of initial

values of unknown coefficients, which represent thousands of initial shapes

of connected bistable shells are tested. Using minimisation calculations, we

can collect thousands of potential energy minima and solutions of unknown

coefficients.

Histograms of these energy minima are plotted as shown in Fig. 4.21. It is

notable that, for each coupled bistable shells, the energy minima converge to

some certain values. Each of coupled composite shells has a converged global

minimum. By substituting solutions of the coefficients corresponding to the

global minima into the shape function, two primary stable shapes of the

coupled shells are obtained. For some coupled composite shells, the minima
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obtained by MATLAB also converge to another value. The configurations of

the coupled shells corresponding to these converged minima are plotted, and

intermediate stable shapes of these coupled composite shells are obtained.

Except for the converged minima, the histograms show some unconverged

local minima. The shapes corresponding to the unconverged minima are

plotted by the same way. We found that these shapes are similar to the

primary stable shapes but with large rotation along one axis. These minima

are only mathematical minima of the potential energy function. They do

not represent new stable states. Thus, we only consider the stable states

corresponding to the converged energy minima.

Fig. 4.21 presents the converged minima of four coupled bistable compos-

ite shells obtained by varying the coefficients of the xy2 and x2y2 terms. The

stable shapes corresponding to the converged minima are shown in the figure.

The triangular shells and the square shells only have one converged minimum

representing two stable states. The coupled trapezoidal shells and the cou-

pled square shells with parallel biasing strips, however, have two converged

minimum values. Four distinct shapes corresponding to the two minima are

obtained. It indicates these coupled shells possess quadstability. This means

the multistable behaviour of coupled bistable shells is influenced by the de-

gree of asymmetric bistability of the bistable elements. According to the Ritz

model results, the coupled shells are more likely to present four stable con-

figurations when the bistable element is more likely to curve perpendicular

to the linking edge.

Finally, it should be noted, that although the analytical models provide

predictions of the number of stable configurations of compound composite

surfaces, the computational time is significant. For two connected bistable

composite shells, this approach is still acceptable. However, this approach
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may not be an efficient simulation method for a more complex compound

surface, since many more unknown coefficients would be needed.

(a) Coupled triangular shells

s

(b) Coupled square shells
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(c) Coupled trapezium shells
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s

(d) Coupled square shells with parallel strip
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Figure 4.21: Potential energy minima vs. initial values plots for coupled

composite shells systems.

Finite element approach and results

Having predicted the total number of stable states of different connected

composite shells by using the Ritz approach, FEA is applied as an alterna-

tive simulation method to provide predictions of the stable configurations of

coupled composite shells. The mesh density of the FE models of coupled

composite shells is the same as the FE model of the single laminate. The

manufacturing process is simulated first by imposing a ramped temperature

increase of 160◦C 1. The two identical bistable shells deform into the stable

1In reality, the thermal curing is a temperature dropping procedure. The simulation

results obtained by imposing a rising temperature and a dropping temperature are proved

to show the same magnitude but opposite sign. So the deformed shapes predicted by FEA

are flipped when they are compared with experimental results.
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state 0. The rigid connection is defined by applying multiple point constraints

to every corresponding pair of linked nodes. As a result, two composite shells

form a continuous surface which is in the primary stable state 00 as shown

in Fig. 4.22. This surface is then actuated to the intermediate state 10 by

applying controlled displacements to the driving shell. During the actuation,

the central node of the driving shell should be fixed for a while to help the

shell to buckle, and the central node of the linking edge needs to be fixed

to avoid unwanted rotations as shown in Fig. 4.23. After the actuation, the

fixation can be released. If the driven shell does not actuate automatically or

the driving shell does not snap back, this means the intermediate state 10 is

stable. It also implies the stability of the intermediate state 01. Otherwise,

the intermediate state is not stable and the coupled surface only possesses

two stable configurations.

Figure 4.22: The connection procedure of two identical composite shells by

FEA

Fig. 4.24 illustrates the relationship between the driving actuation per-

centage and the driven actuation percentage of coupled composite shells

with three geometries. When the shells are trapezium and asymmetrically
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Driving shell

Actuation displacementFixed nodes

Figure 4.23: Actuating coupled square composite shells by FEA

bistable, the actuation of the driving shell does not trigger the driven shell

to snap through: the coupled bistable shells possess a stable intermediate

state. In other words, the coupled system possesses four distinct stable con-

figurations or quadstability. As the geometric shape of the composite shell

changing, the energetic preference of the initial stable states reduces. For

the other two shells’ geometries considered, the driven shells snap through

automatically during the actuation process of the driving shell. These two

coupled systems only possess bistability. Interestingly, the coupled triangular

shells exhibit snap-back behaviour. These FE results match the prediction of

the Ritz approach regarding the number of stable states. These numerical re-

sults show that the coupled bistable shells can transition from being bistable

to being quadstable when the asymmetric bistability of the individual shell

increases.
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Figure 4.24: Actuation percentage of the driving shell vs. actuation percent-

age of the driven shell plots for three geometries of coupled bistable composite

shells

Next, we study the influence of biasing strips on the multistability of

coupled composite shells by FEA. Fig. 4.25 presents the potential energy

graph of coupled bistable square shells with or without biasing strips during

the actuation from the primary stable state 00 to the primary stable state

11. We set the global strain energy minimum of every coupled shell as 0.

This means that the strain energy of the preferred stable state of each cou-

pled shells is 0. The energy curves of three different compound surfaces are

plotted in the same graph for comparison.The Some constraints are applied

on the compound surface to ensure a successful actuation. However, these

constraints would cause the strain energy to increase or decrease irregularly.

This is the reason of the irregular energy curves of FE models in this re-

search. Since this research focuses on predicting the number of stable states

of a compound surface, the irregular locus of strain energy which is largely
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dependent on the actuation procedure would not be analysed. Only the

local minimum points of the energy curve are considered. The coupled sym-

metrically bistable shells and the coupled bistable shells with perpendicular

biasing strips only demonstrate two potential energy minima which repre-

sents two primary stable states. However, the coupled bistable shells with

parallel biasing strips demonstrate three local energy minima. This means

that, besides two primary stable states, this surface can achieve intermedi-

ate stable states and possesses quadstability. This result shows that coupled

bistable composite shells can achieve higher degree of multistability by once

more increasing the asymmetric bistability in a particular direction. How-

ever, for the analog model, the structure consisting of symmetrically bistable

elements has a higher possibility of demonstrating high multistability. To

interpret the contrary phenomenon of the coupled bistable shells, we also

need to analyse the intermediate configuration of the coupled shells.

The two connected shells are analysed separately. The strain energy of

each single composite shell in the intermediate state is considered. Fig. 4.26

presents the strain energy curve of a single actuated square composite shell.

The configurations of two bistable shells in an unstable intermediate state

are plotted, and their corresponding strain energy is marked on the energy

curve. We set the global strain energy minimum of the single shell as 0. This

means that the strain energy of the preferred stable state of a single bistable

shell is 0. Due to the restraint of the common edge, the driven shell, i.e. the

shell that is still in state 0, is subjected to severe out-of-plane deformation

and its strain energy reaches the peak point. Without external energy input,

the driven shell cannot maintain this configuration. To reach a stable state,

the driven shell will either move back to the original stable state and release

the strain energy to the driving shell (since the two shells are identical and
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both of them are symmetrically bistable, the energy transferred to the driving

shell is sufficient to trigger the shell to snap back to stable state 0), or the

driven shell will pass over the potential energy peak and snap to the same

stable state as the driving shell. The structure therefore cannot reach an

energy equilibrium in the intermediate state.
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Figure 4.25: Relative strain energy vs. relative actuation displacement per-

centage plots for three different coupled bistable square shells by FEA

By contrast, if the state 1 is tailored to possess higher actuation energy

by attaching biasing strips parallel to the linking edges, when the driven shell

storing high strain energy has to release the energy to reach a stable config-

uration at the intermediate state, the energy released from the driven shell

cannot trigger the driving shell, which is in a preferred stable state, to snap

back. The structure can reach an energy equilibrium when the two shells are
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in different states. Fig. 4.27 presents the strain energy curve of a single square

composite shell with parallel strip. The figure also plots the configurations

of the two shells at these intermediate stable states and their corresponding

strain energy on the energy curve.We set the global strain energy minimum of

a single shell as 0. This means that the strain energy of the preferred stable

state of a single bistable shell is 0. At this intermediate energy equilibrium

state, neither of the single shells reaches its energy peak. It indicates that

neither of the shells would snap through to the new state when they deform

into the intermediate shapes unless external energy is introduced. Thus, the

intermediate state of coupled square composite shells with parallel strips is

stable. Tailoring the asymmetric bistability of bistable shells can help the

connected bistable shells to achieve a high degree of multistability.
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Figure 4.26: Configurations of two symmetrically bistable square shells in

an intermediate displacement-controlled state and their corresponding strain

energy on the energy curve of the single symmetrically bistable square shell

predicted by FEA: this coupled system is bistable
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Figure 4.27: Configurations of two asymmetrically bistable shells in an inter-

mediate displacement-controlled state and their corresponding strain energy

on the energy curve of the single asymmetrically bistable shell predicted by

FEA: this coupled system is quadstable

Experimental verification

To verify the numerical results, an experimental study is carried out. The

connected shells with three geometric shapes (triangle, square and trapezium)

are manufactured. In addition, a surface composed of two bistable square

shells with biasing strips is also fabricated. The individual bistable shells

are made separately. As shown in Fig. 4.28, the linking edges are notched

in order to increase the surface area of adhesive and the shells attached by

means of a lap joint. Two shells are linked into a primary stable state first.

Then, one shell is actuated with the other shell released. If the driven shell

snaps through automatically, this indicates that the intermediate state is not

stable. If not, this surface possesses four stable states: quadstability.
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(b) Cross section view of assembled square laminates

Figure 4.28: Schematic diagram of square composite laminates with notched

edge and a cross section view of assembled square laminates

The connected trapezoidal shells structure presents four discrete stable

shapes as expected. These are shown in Fig. 4.29. The structure can switch

its shape to a new stable state by actuating one of the shells without trig-

gering the other shell to snap through. Fig. 4.29 illustrates that only three

stable shapes and alternative configurations exist when the two shells switch

configuration. Compared with the FE results, the coupled trapezoidal com-

posite shells not only possess the same number of stable states, but also

presents visibly similar stable configurations.
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(a) Primary state 00 (b) Primary state 00 (FEA)

(c) Intermediate state 01 (d) Intermediate state 01 (FEA)

(e) Primary state 11 (f) Primary state 11 (FEA)

Figure 4.29: Coupled trapezium shells demonstrating quadstable behaviour
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(a) Primary state 00 (b) Primary state 00 (FEA)

(c) Primary state 11 (d) Primary state 11 (FEA)

Figure 4.30: Coupled square shells demonstrating bistable behaviour

(a) Primary state 00 (b) Primary state 00 (FEA)

(c) Primary state 11 (d) Primary state 11 (FEA)

Figure 4.31: Coupled triangular shells demonstrating bistable behaviour
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(a) Primary state 00 (b) Primary state 00 (FEA)

(c) Intermediate state10 (d) Intermediate state 10 (FEA)

(e) Primary state 11 (f) Primary state 11 (FEA)

Figure 4.32: Coupled square shells with bias strips demonstrating quadstable

behaviour

The stable configurations of manufactured coupled square shells and cou-

pled triangular shells are shown in Figs. 4.30 and 4.31. Since the aim of

this research is to investigate the number of stable states of series connected

bistable composite shells, the numerical results are verified by experimental

work qualitatively. Quantitative shape comparisons between experimental

results and numerical results are not considered in this research. As pre-

dicted by the numerical approaches, both coupled square shells and coupled

triangular shells present only two stable configurations. No stable interme-

diate states are found. The stable configurations obtained by experimental
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study are similar to the FE predictions .

Fig. 4.32 illustrates the experimental results of coupled square shells with

parallel strips. The real compound surface also shows an stable intermediate

configuration. The other stable intermediate shape is not illustrated because

the two intermediate shapes are symmetric. By comparison, the stable con-

figurations are observed to closely match the FE predictions.

4.2.3 Tripled bistable composite shells

In this section, we generalise to a multistable surface composed of a series

of coupling bistable composite shells. To construct a surface in a regular

shape, the surface only consists of square composite shells and the number

of bistable elements is three. This surface may demonstrate different multi-

stable behaviour from the coupled bistable shells because one of the bistable

elements is required to be restrained at two opposite sides rather than one.

The influence of more complex boundary conditions on the multistability of

the composite surface will be studied in detail, and the evaluated behaviour

is readily extended to surfaces consisting of many more shells connected in

series. The multistable behaviour of tripled bistable composite shells is in-

vestigated by FEA. Although the Ritz approach offers accurate prediction in

the coupled composite shells model, it is not a time efficient approach. To

obtain accurate predictions of tripled bistable composite shells, higher order

Ritz models, which may contain over 100 variables, should be used. Thou-

sands of calculations are required to identify intermediate stable states. The

computational time will be too long. Thus, the Ritz approach is discarded.
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Linking edges

Biasing strips

Figure 4.33: Three connected square shells with biasing strips attached

Finite element approach and results

Theoretically, a surface composed of three bistable shells may present a max-

imum of eight stable states. Based on the study of the coupled bistable shells

in the previous section, all these shells are made asymmetrically bistable via

a biasing strip attached parallel to the linking edges as shown in Fig. 4.33 in

order to obtain more stable states.

The tripled composite shells is simulated as a flat assembled composite

surface in the FE model. The laminate is draped over the surface and the

attached biasing strips are defined draping an extra laminate on certain re-

gions of the surface. Since this research investigates the stable configurations

of composite shells, the velocities of the movement and inertial phenom-

ena are neglected. A geometrically nonlinear static analysis is implemented.

The thermal curing procedure is simulated by defining a temperature field.

Similar to the coupled bistable composite shells model, the tripled bistable

composite shells are controlled to deform into the primary stable state 000

first. To ensure the shell reaches the desired shape, the movements and

rotations of the central node of the surface are restrained. Small vertical

concentrated forces are applied to the four vertices of the surface during the
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thermal curing.

In addition to the two primary stable states 000 and 111, this surface

has up to six intermediate stable states. Four actuation steps are applied to

verify the stability of these intermediate states, specifically:

• step A: actuate from state 000 to state 100;

• step B: actuate from state 100 to state 110;

• step C: actuate from state 110 to state 010;

• step D: actuate from state 100 to state 101.

In each actuation step, a controlled displacement is only applied to the

driving shell as the actuation load and the other two driven shells are un-

constrained. If, and only if, no driven shell is actuated automatically, the

intermediate state obtained is deemed to be stable. Fig. 4.34 illustrates the

configuration transitions in these steps. Due to symmetry, the shapes of

states 001 and state 011 are not illustrated.

The existence of intermediate stable states in two connected asymmetric

bistable shells with parallel biasing strips has clearly been demonstrated.

The existence of stable intermediate state 100 and 110 of tripled bistable

shells may be directly inferred as these states involves connecting an identical

shell to one of the free edges of coupled bistable shells. Since the newly

connected shell is in the same stable state as its adjacent shell, no additional

strain energy is introduced. The FE results verify this assumption: the two

intermediate states are stable.

The two remaining possible states that must be considered are states 010

and 101. In both these cases the central shell is connected to two other shells

which are in a different state. Whether the interaction introduced to the
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(a) Step A

(b) Step B

(c) Step C

(d) Step D

Figure 4.34: Relative displacement of trusses in different actuation steps

plots for the tripled trusses
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middle shell is sufficient to trigger this shell is the key of the stability of this

intermediate state.

Figs. 4.35 and 4.36 present the energy curve of a single element of this

compound surface. We set the global strain energy minimum of a single shell

as 0. This means that the strain energy of the preferred stable state of a single

bistable shell is 0. In Fig. 4.26, the configurations of three bistable shells in

the state 010 and their corresponding strain energy are demonstrated. None

of the three elements reaches its energy peak. It indicates the strain energy

introduced to the three shells cannot trigger any of them to snap through.

The intermediate state 010 is stable. By contrast, in the intermediate state

101, the middle shell which is connected to two shells in different stable shapes

deforms dramatically. The strain energy of this shell has reached the peak of

the energy curve. The strain energy induced to the middle shell is sufficient

to actuate this shell as shown in Fig. 4.36. This means the intermediate

state 101 is not stable. The resistance of the middle shell to snapthrough

may be increased through the imposition of asymmetric bistability; however,

the second stable state is always annihilated before the dynamic snapthrough

is overcome.
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Figure 4.35: Configurations of three bistable shells in the intermediate state

010 and their corresponding strain energy on the energy curve of the single

asymmetrically bistable shell predicted by FEA
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Figure 4.36: Configurations of three bistable shells in the intermediate state

101 and their corresponding strain energy on the energy curve of the single

asymmetrically bistable shell predicted by FEA
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Experimental investigation

Composite shells with parallel biasing strips are fabricated to verify the FEA

predictions. To ensure the shells have continuous, robust and smooth connec-

tions, the compound shells are fabricated directly as a whole rectangular shell.

Because this research focuses on the number of stable shapes of compound

shells, the comparison between the numerical results and the experimental

results focuses on the qualitative bistability behaviour. Differences in geom-

etry are the result of manufacturing imperfections and thickness variations.

Fig. 4.37 illustrates the experimental results of the stable configurations

of the compound composite surface. The physical composite surface shows

the same number of stable states as is expected. The tripled composite

shells with parallel strips show seven stable configurations in total. A highly

multistable surface fabricated without conventional fixation and presenting

smooth curvature changes has been successfully demonstrated.

A higher degree of multistability of tripled bistable composite shells with

biasing strips is demonstrated by FEA and the experimental work. The inves-

tigation of the multistable behaviour of tripled bistable composite shells can

be developed to design longer composite surfaces composed of more bistable

elements.
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(a) State 000

(b) State 111

(c) State 001

(d) State 011

(e) State 010

Figure 4.37: Stable configurations of tripled bistable shells and the FEA

results
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4.3 Potential applications of series-connected

bistable composite shells

Bistable composite laminates are considered to be excellent candidates to

be used for adaptive applications due to their multiple stable configurations.

Since series-connected bistable composite shells can be tailored to possess a

higher degree of multistability, they are capable of being used for adaptive

structures which need to change to more than two stable configurations.

One of the potential applications is to control morphing airfoil sections.

An airfoil is the shape of an aircraft wing structure as seen in cross-section.

The airfoil shape and the angle of attack determine the lift-to-drag ratio of

an aircraft. Due to the variable flight environment, the airfoils of conven-

tional aircraft are required to change the angle of attack though mechani-

cal transmission. Morphing airfoils which can change the geometric shape

of the wing structure directly would improve flight performance. Adaptive

structures consisting of bistable composite elements are considered for use as

morphing airfoil.

Diaconu et al. [79] introduced a morphing airfoil section controlled by

bistable composite laminates. Fig. 4.38 shows the cross section of this airfoil

section. The airfoil was supported by two spars. One edge of the bistable

composite shell was fixed on the centre of the frontal spar. The trailing

edge of the shell was hinged to a vertical web, which was connected with

the airfoil surface to ensure the movement of the skins during actuation.

When the inserted asymmetric composite shell is actuated to a new shape,

the shape of airfoil section would change accordingly as shown in Fig. 4.39.

This design realised a reconfigurable airfoil section. However, due to the

bistability of the composite plate, this adaptive airfoil section only demon-
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Figure 4.38: Cross section view of the morphing airfoil section designed by

Diaconu et al. [79]

Figure 4.39: Two stable configurations of an adaptive airfoil section designed

by Diaconu et al. [79]
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strates two configurations. In this thesis, we have investigated the multi-

stable behaviour of series connected bistable composite shells. By tailoring

the asymmetric bistability, a compound surface consisting of bistable com-

posite shells connected in series can present more than two stable configura-

tions. We can take advantage of this multistable phenomenon to achieve an

adaptive airfoil section with a higher degree of multistability.

680 mm

300 mm

Multistable 

composite

 shell

A B

Figure 4.40: Morphing airfoil section with a multistable composite shell

Fig. 4.40 sketches a morphing airfoil section model which incorporates a

series-connected multistable composite shell. This design is based on Dia-

conu’s morphing airfoil section. The main difference is that the multistable

composite plate connecting two spars is no longer a single bistable composite

plate but a compound plate composed of three bistable square composite

shells. The airfoil surface is assumed to be flexible enough to ensure the

multistable phenomena will occur. The composite plate is made of IM7/8552

composites and the side length is 100 mm. The total length of the compound

shell is 300 mm. To ensure the airfoil shows desirable morphing shapes, the

layup is chosen to be [03/903]. The results of the investigation on the series-

connected bistable shells have demonstrated that connected square bistable

composite shells can show more stable configurations by tailoring the asym-

metric bistability of the composite shells. To achieve more stable configu-
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rations, these composite shells are tailored to be asymmetrically bistable by

attaching biasing strips. A binary notation is used to define the states of the

multistable plate. If a bistable element curves perpendicular to the airfoil

section, the bistable element is in state 0. If the bistable element curves along

the airfoil section, it is in state 1. The initial state of the multistable plate

is state 000.

The initial configuration of the multistable shell is straight along the

horizontal direction. The two edges of the compound composite shell are

clamped to the two spars. When the bistable shell hinged to the rear spar

is actuated, the shell will curve along the horizontal direction. The tailing

edge of the plate moves downward and causes the shape of the airfoil to

change. Since the asymmetric bistability of the bistable shells is tailored,

these bistable composite elements can be actuated independently. A total of

four distinct stable shapes of the airfoil section can be achieved, as shown in

Fig. 4.41. It is clear that the airfoil demonstrates larger deformation with

more bistable shells being actuated. Table 4.6 shows the vertical separation

distance of two ends of the multistable composite shell.

Table 4.6: Vertical separation distances of two ends of the multistable com-

posite plate at different states

The state of multistable plate 000 100 110 111

Vertical distance (mm) 0 23 64 101

By using three connected bistable composite shells, this novel morph-

ing airfoil exhibits four stable shapes. This airfoil shows a higher degree of

flexibility than the original airfoil model designed by Diaconu. Moreover, a

morphing airfoil possessing more stable shapes may be developed by con-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.41: Four configurations of morphing airfoil section
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necting more bistable composite shells.

4.4 Summary

The aim of this chapter is to design highly multistable surfaces by connecting

bistable composite shells in series. To inspire the highly multistable surface

design, von Mises truss analog models are first analysed. The main findings

of this chapter are summarised as follows:

• the key paraments controlling the multistable behaviour of series-connected

von Mises truss structures were determined. The asymmetric bistabil-

ity of individual von Mises truss structures influenced the multistable

behaviour of the whole system;

• the asymmetric bistability of a single asymmetric composite shell can

be tailored by changing the geometric shape or attaching biasing strips;

• coupled bistable composite shells can achieve quadstability by tailoring

the asymmetric bistability of the shells;

• tripled bistable composite shells can achieve a maximum of seven stable

states by tailoring the asymmetric bistability of the shells.

The asymmetric bistability of individual bistable elements and the stiff-

ness of the connection between adjacent element have been proved to be the

key parameters determining the multistability of the series-connected von

Mises trusses. This result inspired the design of series-connected bistable

composite shells. Since the composite surfaces studied in the thesis are re-

quired to be continuous, the composite shells were fully connected in this
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research. Two approaches are proposed to control the asymmetric bistabil-

ity of series-connected bistable shells. The first approach involves changing

the geometric shapes of composite shells. Three composite shells with dif-

ferent geometric shapes demonstrated distinct asymmetric bistability. Only

coupled trapezoidal shells exhibited high degree of multistability. The pre-

ferred stable state of the trapezoidal shell was when the shell curves along

the linking edges. The second approach of tailoring the asymmetric bista-

bility involves attaching biasing strips. The biasing strips were attached to

square shells along two different orientations. As a result, the square shells

showed that two different preferred stable states. Both numerical results and

experiment results showed coupled square shells with parallel biasing strips

achieved quadstability. The preferred stable state of this square shell was

also the one when it curves along the linking edges.

The research was then extended to tripled bistable composite shells. In-

spired by the coupled bistable shells, the asymmetric bistability of this model

was tailored by attaching biasing strips. Tripled bistable composite shells

exhibited a maximum seven stable configurations. One of the intermediate

states cannot achieve stability, because sufficient strain energy would be in-

duced to the middle shell when the other two shells are in a different stable

shape. Tailoring asymmetric bistability can only increase the actuation en-

ergy of one stable state, but the actuation energy of the other stable state

would reduce. If the middle shell is at the state which actuation energy is

low, the induced strain energy can trigger the shell to the other state. Al-

though the tripled composite shells cannot demonstrate eight stable states,

the structure exhibits more stable states than the coupled composite shells.

The multistable behaviour of tripled bistable composite shells indicates a

multistable composite surface possessing more stable states can be devel-
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oped by series-connecting more bistable elements.

Finally, a potential application of series-connected bistable composite

shells was proposed. A potential application of this multistable structure

is to control a morphing airfoil. A previously reported design allowed an air-

foil section to be stable in two different shapes. The novel concept proposed

in this chapter could make the airfoil section adopt more stable shapes with

a corresponding increase in functionality.

In the next chapter, building on the work presented in this chapter, the

multistable behaviour of composite surfaces where the individual bistable

square composite elements are connected to form fully three-dimensional

multistable surfaces will be investigated.
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Chapter 5

Tessellated Bistable Composite

Shells

In the last chapter, we have investigated the multistable behaviour of a sur-

face composed of series-connected identical bistable composite shells. By

this linear connection approach, the bistable composite shells can form a

rectangular surface with an extendable length in one direction. In many real

applications, multistable surfaces which are extendable in two orthotropic di-

rections are also required. To increase the application potential of connected

bistable elements, we consider cases when the individual bistable elements

form a three-dimensional checkerboard shape surface. The goal of this re-

search is to achieve a space filling, continuous multistable surface having n

connected bistable sub-elements, which exhibits the theoretically maximum

2n discrete stable shapes. Several test cases of tessellated surfaces composed

of 3×3 square composite elements are designed as fundamental sub-elements

of infinite tessellated surfaces. By reducing the interactions between adja-

cent elements, highly multistable three-dimensional composite surfaces are

achieved.
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Ritz model analysis as a traditional numerical method of studying mul-

tistable composite laminates will not be applied in this research. Because

nine different shells are used in each tessellated surface the use of high order

Ritz models indicates the potential energy function of a tessellated surface

will contain hundreds of unknown coefficients. Minimisation of this function

is not a time efficient calculation. By contrast, FEA has been proved to be

a fast and reliable numerical approach of investigating connected bistable

composite shells. Therefore, only FEA is carried out to obtain the numerical

predictions of the multistable behaviour of tessellated composite surfaces and

a qualitative understanding of the underlying phenomenon. The FEA results

are validated by comparison with experimental models.

It should be noted that the tessellated bistable composite shells investi-

gated in this thesis no longer consist of identical composite elements. This is

to avoid the compound surfaces replicating that of a larger square bistable

composite plate. The individual composite elements of tessellated composite

surfaces are distinct from adjacent elements. All the tessellated surfaces are

composed of two types of bistable composite elements with opposite layups

or bistable composite elements and monostable elements.

5.1 Coupled bistable shells with opposite layups

As tessellated surfaces composed of bistable composite elements with op-

posite layups or bistable composite elements and monostable composite el-

ements will be investigated in this research, the fundamental units of the

tessellated surfaces: two connected bistable composite shells with opposite

layups and coupled composite shells consisting of one bistable element and

one monostable element, are considered first. Mattioni et al. [3] investigated
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the multistable behaviour of a compound surface consisting of a bistable com-

posite shell and a monostable shell. This surface demonstrated two stable

configurations as seen in Fig. 5.1. When the bistable element is curved along

the linking edge, the curvature along the linking edge is reduced significantly.

The transverse curvature was 37% of the free-edge shell curvature. When the

compound shell is in the other stable shape, i.e. the bistable elements curves

perpendicular to the linking edge, the shape of the bistable shell is similar

to the free-edge shell. A very little interaction between the two connected

elements was observed.

Figure 5.1: Two numerical equilibrium configurations of the compound shell

designed by Mattioni et al. [3]

Since the multistable behaviour of connected bistable composite element

and monostable composite element has been studied. We only analyse the

multistable behaviour of connected bistable elements with opposite layups

in this thesis. The composite shells are also fabricated from Hexcel IM7-

8552 Graphite/Epoxy Prepreg. To ensure the curved shells demonstrate a

moderate out-of-plane displacement, the side length of the square laminate

is set as 100 mm and the two composite shells are made with an asymmetric

stacking sequence [0/90] and [90/0] respectively. For ease of identification

of different configurations, we continue to use a binary notation to represent

the states of compound surfaces. If a shell has principal non-zero curvature
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along the linking edge, the shell is defined as being in state 0; otherwise, it

is in state 1. In addition, to distinguish two different composite shells, the

states of a shell with [90/0] layup are denoted 0̄ and 1̄.

As has been shown, when two identical asymmetric composite laminates

are connected, the compound surface exhibits two stable configurations in

which the two bistable elements are curved along the same direction. These

two states are denoted primary states 00 and 11 respectively. For two con-

nected bistable shells with opposite layups in the primary state 11̄ as shown

in Fig. 5.2a, both shells have non-zero principal curvatures of opposite sign

perpendicular to the straight linking edge. As no additional strain energy is

introduced thus this state is stable. Fig. 5.2b shows the surface in primary

state 00̄. The two linking edges have the same curvature but with opposite

sign. To achieve a connection along the full edge, the two shells have to be

subject to significant deformation. The induced strain energy may be large

enough to actuate the potentially stable shells. Apart from the two primary

states, the compound surface has two intermediate states 01̄ and 10̄. The sta-

bility of the four states of connected bistable composite shells with opposite

layups needs to be investigated.

(a) State 11̄ (b) State 00̄

Figure 5.2: Primary state 11̄ and 00̄ configurations of coupled composite

shells with opposite layups

The compound surface is simulated by FEA. Based on the mesh refine-
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ment study mentioned in chapter 3, each square composite shell is meshed

with 400 8-node square elements. In this FE model, the coupled shells are de-

signed to be a continuous surface with piecewise variation of layups directly.

This is also the way that coupled composite shells are manufactured. After

the thermal curing, this surface deforms automatically to the stable state

11̄. It indicates that the state 11̄ is the preferred stable state of this com-

pound surface. To switch to another state, one shell is actuated by means of

displacement control. During the actuation process, the central node of the

surface is fixed to avoid unwanted rotations. The compound surface ends up

into an intermediate state 01̄. Fig. 5.3 shows the strain energy curve during

the actuation. In the figure, 100% relative actuation indicates the driving

bistable shell is fully actuated. It is clear that the strain energy reaches a

local minimum value at the intermediate state. The intermediate state 01̄ of

this surface is a stable state. Due to symmetry, the stability of intermediate

state 10̄ is directly inferred. This result is different from the coupled iden-

tical bistable composite shells which cannot achieve a stable intermediate

state without biasing strips. To interpret their differences, the strain energy

introduced to the single composite shells is analysed. Fig. 5.4 illustrates the

configurations of the two composite shells in the state 01̄, and their corre-

sponding strain energy is marked on the strain energy curve of a single square

composite shell. For the shell in state 0, large strain energy induced causes

the shell to deform significantly. Moving towards the linking edge, the cur-

vature along the linking edge is reduced gradually, but this curvature is not

equal to zero at the linking edge. The other shell still curves perpendicular

to the linking edge. Due to the firm connection, little transversal curvature

is observed around the linking region. It is evident that the strain energy

introduced to the two shells is not large enough to actuate the shells. This
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is because two composite shells curve towards the same direction in the in-

termediate state. Neither of the composite elements has to be considerably

deformed in order to match with the shape of the other element. The inter-

action between the shells therefore is at a relatively low level. Both of the

shells would not be actuated to the other state by the induced strain energy.
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Figure 5.3: Strain energy vs. relative actuation displacement percentage

plots for coupled bistable composite shells with opposite layups

Having studied the stability of two intermediate states and one primary

state, the connected bistable shells are transitioned to the other primary state

00̄. Fig. 5.5 presents the strain energy curve of a single square composite shell

during the actuation procedure. The configurations of two shells in the state

00̄ and their corresponding strain energy are also plotted in this figure. In

this case the originally curved common edges of the shells are deformed such

that they are straight. These deformations introduce sufficient energy to

actuate the shells and consequently the primary state 00̄ of this compound

surface is not stable.
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Figure 5.4: Configurations of two bistable shells with opposite layups in the

intermediate state 01̄ and their corresponding strain energy on the energy

curve of an actuated single square shell

To verify the number of stable states of coupled bistable shells with op-

posite layups predicted by FEA, this compound composite shell is manufac-

tured. The real compound surface also demonstrates three stable shapes.

The shell cannot be stable at the primary state 00̄ either. Fig. 5.6 shows the

comparison of FE predictions and the experimental results. Due to symme-

try, only one intermediate state is presented. The numerical results and the

experimental results show a satisfied overall agreement in the primary state

11̄. Little interaction between the connected shells is observed in this state.

In the intermediate state 01̄ , the shape predicted by FEA demonstrates

larger out-of-plane displacement. The minor differences in geometry shown

are the result of manufacturing error and thickness variation. As predicted,

the real compound surface exhibits three stable states.
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Figure 5.5: Configurations of two bistable shells with opposite layups in the

primary state 00̄ and their corresponding strain energy on the energy curve

of an actuated single square shell
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(a) Primary state 11̄ (b) Intermediate state 01̄

(c) Primary state 11̄ (FEA) (d) Intermediate state 01̄ (FEA)

Figure 5.6: Coupled square shells demonstrating bistable behaviour
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5.2 Initial designs of tessellated composite sur-

faces

Having understood the behaviour of the coupled composite shells, we can

now investigate the multistable behaviour of tessellated square composite

surfaces. 3 × 3 connected shells are the basis of infinite tessellated surfaces

which we will focus on. The tessellated surface is designed to be a continuous

surface with piecewise variation layups rather than nine connected square

shells in FEA. This design can simplify the FE model by preventing complex

constraints. The first test case introduced is made of composite shells with

opposite layups as shown in Fig. 5.7. To make sure the compound surface

has a moderate size, the side length of each square element is reduced to 50

mm. The side length of the whole surface is 150 mm. The whole surface is

meshed with 900 eight-node-elements. This test case can be considered as the

extended surface of coupled bistable composite shells with opposite layups.

Theoretically, a structure composed of bistable elements may demonstrate a

higher degree of multistability. However, the interactions between adjacent

elements can affect the bistable behaviour of composite elements and the

multistability of the whole surface.

Fig. 5.8 shows the initial stable configuration of the surface designated

test case 1 predicted by FEA. In this chapter, the colour map superimposed

on the surface represents the out-of-plane displacement of this surface. This

surface presents an undulating shape, and the out-of-plane displacement is

relatively small throughout the surface. If the unconstrained shape of an

element with [0/90] layup has non-zero principal curvature along x− axis,

the element is defined as being state 0; otherwise, it is in state 1. the states

of a element with [90/0] layup are denoted 0̄ and 1̄. Thus, the state of test
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Figure 5.7: Tessellated surface test case 1

case 1 can be denoted as follows:

0 1̄ 0

1̄ 0 1̄

0 1̄ 0

To achieve a new stable configuration, displacement-controlled actuation is

applied to each of the bistable elements in sequence. During the actuation,

the four vertices of the central element are fixed in order to avoid unwanted

rotations. However, none of the composite elements of this surface can be

actuated solely. This tessellated surface cannot reach another stable state

unless all elements are actuated. The new stable state is denoted as

1 0̄ 1

0̄ 1 0̄

1 0̄ 1

.

This tessellated surface is still bistable.

The stable configurations of this compound surface are verified by an

experimental work. The real composite surface demonstrates the same stable
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Figure 5.8: A stable configuration of test case 1. The colour map superim-

posed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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states as FE predicted. Fig. 5.9 shows one of the stable configuration of this

compound surface. It is clear that a good agreement between prediction and

reality is achieved.

Figure 5.9: A stable configuration of test case 1 and the FEA result

In this compound surface design, every bistable element is connected with

two or more bistable elements with opposite layups. The strong interactions

largely limit the movement of these bistable elements. As mentioned in

the study of coupled distinct bistable shells, an individual bistable unit is

not stable when both adjacent elements are in state 0. Consequently, when

one element is actuated via displacement control upon release, all the other

elements will be triggered into a dynamic snapthrough. It is also noted this

surface does not present clear out-of-plane displacements in either of its two

stable configurations. Therefore, the applicability of this configuration to

practical adaptive applications is considerably small.

As the first test case cannot achieve a high degree of multistability, an

alternative test case – designated test case 2 – must be considered. Fig. 5.10

shows the non-curved stable configuration of test case 2, in which all [90/0]

composite elements are replaced by symmetric elements. This follows the

work of [3]. According to Mattioni’s results, a bistable composite shell can

retain bistability when one edge is constrained by a monostable shell. The
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Figure 5.10: Tessellated surface test case 2

connection will significantly reduce the curvature parallel to the common

edge, while having a limited the effect on the curvature perpendicular to the

common edge.

Fig. 5.11 illustrates the initial stable shape of the compound surface of

test case 2. This stable state is defined as

1 s 1

s 1 s

1 s 1

in which s represents the symmetric laminates. Compared with the sta-

ble configuration of surface in test case 1, this compound surface exhibits

larger out-of-plane displacement and a near semi-cylindrical shape. All the

bistable elements have principal curvature along the same axis and with the

same sign. When the compound surface is in this stable state, each bistable

element located at the corner is connected by two monostable shells. Their

curved edges are constrained by symmetric elements having fiber directions

that are perpendicular to the common edges whereas their straight edges are
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constrained by symmetric shells having fiber direction parallel to the common

edges. Since the symmetric composite elements are orthotropic and exhibit

low stiffness perpendicular to the fiber directions, the curved bistable ele-

ments cannot be subjected to strong interactions. Furthermore, out-of-plane

displacements are introduced through the common edges to the asymmet-

ric composite shells which are originally flat. Thus the compound surface

presents an approximately cylinderical stable configuration.
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22.33
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Figure 5.11: Initial stable configuration of the compound surface of test case

2. The colour map superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane

of this surface.

Displacement-controlled actuation is applied to each of the bistable ele-

ments in sequence. However, upon release the driving shell is found to dy-

namically snap back. The FE results show that no new energy equilibrium
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can be obtained by actuating any one or two bistable elements individually.

The surface can only achieve a new stable configuration when all the bistable

elements are actuated together, specifically

0 s 0

s 0 s

0 s 0

Fig. 5.12 shows the configuration of the tessellated surface in the new stable

shape. The colour map superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-

plane of this surface.Clearly, the new stable configuration presents less out-

of-plane displacement than the initial stable configurations. From the energy

graph Fig. 5.13, we also notice the strain energy of the second stable state is

much higher. The compound surface of test case 2 is therefore bistable.

The instability of the intermediate states results from the strong inter-

actions between connected elements. When a bistable element is actuated

from the initial stable state, its curved edge will no longer be connected with

the edge of adjacent asymmetric composite element vertical to the fiber di-

rection. The stiffness of the common edge of the adjacent element is strong

and significant strain energy is imparted on the bistable element leading to a

reduction in curvature. If only one edge of the bistable element is connected

with a monostable element, like the model investigated by [3], the bistability

of this element is returned. However, in this case, one of the straight edges

of the actuated bistable element will be subjected to imposed strain energy

as well as a curved edge. The FE results indicate that the imparted energy

is sufficient to overcome the actuation energy of the bistable element. Con-

sequently, the bistable element snaps back and no new stable intermediate

configurations can be achieved.

If all the bistable elements are actuated together, the strain energy im-
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Figure 5.12: Final stable configuration of the compound surface of test case

2. The colour map superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane

of this surface.
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Figure 5.13: Strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots for the

compound surface of test case 2 actuated from the initial stable state to the

final stable state

parted to the straight edge of the bistable elements will reduce. The com-

pound surface can reach a local energy minimum. Thus, the compound

surface of test case 2 is also bistable.

The manufactured tessellated surface of test case 2 also presents two

stable configurations. Fig. 5.14 compares the stable configurations of this

compound surface with the FEA results. A good agreement is observed.

5.3 Tessellated composite surfaces with monos-

table central element

As we already know, the strong interaction between connected square ele-

ments affects the multistable behaviour of compound surfaces, therefore it is

crucial to reduce the interaction. Removing the central element of a tessel-
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(a) Initial stable state

(b) Second stable state

Figure 5.14: Two stable configurations of the tessellated surface of test case

2 and FEA results
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lated surface is an efficient approach of raising the movement freedom of the

surface. However, this approach does not align with the original purpose of

this research of creating a continuous multistable surface. Thus, an alterna-

tive design is introduced. The central element of the compound surface of

test case 2 is replaced by symmetric composite laminates. The laminate is

also made by IM7-8552 and the layup is [0/0]. Since all the elements directly

connected with the central element are monostable composite shells, using

a monostable composite element as the central element could avoid the mis-

match of the displacement generated by the central element with its adjacent

elements. Consequently, the intermediate state of the compound surface may

become stable.

Fig. 5.15 demonstrates the initial stable configuration of the surface of test

case 1 with a monostable central element after curing. Due to the mismatch

of the deformed shapes of two different types of bistable elements, the initial

stable state of this surface still presents a undulating shape. The surface is

in a configuration denoted

0 1̄ 0

1̄ s 1̄

0 1̄ 0

Evidently, larger out-of-plane displacement can be achieved through the use

of monostable central elements. However, the change does not allow for more

stable states in the surface. To achieve another stable state, all the bistable

elements have to be actuated. Fig. 5.16 shows the other stable shape of this

tessellated surface. This surface is still bistable.

The results of coupled bistable shells with opposite layups can be used to

interpret the instability of the intermediate states of this compound surface.

When two bistable elements with opposite layups are connected by the curved
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Figure 5.15: First stable configuration of tessellated surface of test case 1

with a monostable central element. The colour map superimposed on the

surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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Figure 5.16: Second stable configuration of tessellated surface of test case

1 with a monostable central element. The colour map superimposed on the

surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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edges, the strong interaction will lead them to became unstable. Therefore,

to reach a stable state, all these coupled edges of this tessellated surface have

to ensure one or both of the edges are originally straight. There are only two

configurations satisfying this requirement, i.e.

0 1̄ 0

1̄ s 1̄

0 1̄ 0

and

1 0̄ 1

0̄ s 0̄

1 0̄ 1

.

This novel tessellated surface of test case 1 is manufactured to verify

the numerical results. The real tessellated surface is bistable. Fig. 5.17

shows two stable shapes of the surface and the FEA predictions. Both the

real compound surface and the FE model demonstrate two stable states.

A satisfactory agreement between the numerically predicted shapes and the

real shapes is observed by visual inspection. Since this research focuses on

the number of stable states compound surface could achieve, no quantitative

comparison between FE results and experimental results is implemented at

this stage.

When the monostable laminate [0/0] is used as the central element of

the test case 2 surface, all the elements directly connected with the central

element are monostable composite shells. As mentioned before, this design

avoids the mismatch of the considerable displacement generated of the central

element with its adjacent elements. This may help the compound surface to

achieve smooth and continuous intermediate stable states.

Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 show the two stable intermediate states of compound

surface with a monostable central element predicted by FEA. These inter-
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(a) Initial stable state

(b) Second stable state

Figure 5.17: Two stable configurations of the tessellated surface of test case

1 with a monostable central element and FEA results
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Figure 5.18: First intermediate stable configuration of tessellated surface of

test case 2 with a monostable composite central element. The colour map

superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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Figure 5.19: Second intermediate stable configuration of tessellated surface

of test case 2 with a monostable composite central element. The colour map

superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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mediate states are

1 s 1

s s s

0 s 0

and

1 s 0

s s s

1 s 0

.

The FEA results also imply the stability of other two symmetric intermediate

states. i.e.

0 s 0

s s s

1 s 1

and

0 s 1

s s s

0 s 1

.

Including the two primary stable states, the compound surface of test case

2 with a monostable central element can demonstrate in total six stable

configurations.

To show the influence of using different central elements on the multi-

stability of the tessellated surface, a comparative energy graph is plotted in

Fig. 5.20. Two different tessellated surfaces are actuated from a primary

stable state to an intermediate state. A local energy minimum is demon-

strated at the intermediate state for the tessellated surface with no bistable

central element. By contrast, the intermediate stable state disappears when

the surface uses a bistable central element. When the empty central region

is filled by a monostable composite element, the actuation energy increases

as a result of stronger interactions between connected elements. But the in-

termediate state remains stable. This result shows the continuous tessellated

surface is able to achieve high degree of multistability.

Although the compound surface with a monostable composite central ele-

ment shows a maximum of six discrete stable configurations, this multistable

behaviour of this compound surface cannot retain when it is used as the fun-

damental sub-element of a larger tessellated surface. As shown in Fig. 5.20,

the actuation energy of the intermediate stable states is relatively low. The
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Figure 5.20: Strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots for tessel-

lated surfaces of test case 2 with different central elements
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intermediate stable states are not robust configurations. It is noted that all

the bistable elements of the compound surface, which are the keys of pos-

sessing a high degree of multistability, are located on the corner region of the

surface with only two clamped edges. When the tessellated surface connects

to other repeated tessellated surfaces, the bistable elements of the tessellated

surface will be fully clamped. Stronger interaction will actuate the tessel-

lated surface a more stable primary stable state. The intermediate state is

no longer stable. Thus, this tessellate surface design does not achieve the

goal of this research.

The high degree of multistability of this tessellated surface is verified

experimentally. Fig. 5.21 illustrates the stable configurations of the man-

ufactured tessellated surface and the FEA results. Due to symmetry, only

two intermediate stable states are presented. The manufactured tessellated

surface demonstrates six stable shapes. The real shell matches with the

predicted results in most area. Discrepancies are observed around a corner

region, especially in Fig. 5.21d. Due to geometric imperfection, the layup

of one bistable element is not perfectly [0/90], consequently twisting curva-

ture is introduced to the element. Therefore, the manufactured shell shows

a mismatch to the FEA results.

5.4 Extendable tessellated surfaces

To achieve the goal of this research, the fundamental sub-element of the

infinite tessellated surface must present isolated multistability, i.e. the fun-

damental sub-element maintains its multistability when it is connected with

eight surrounding elements. The research above has demonstrated that a

square asymmetric composite shell is no longer bistable when it is surrounded
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(a) Initial primary stable state

(b) First intermediate stable state

(c) Second intermediate stable state

(d) Final primary stable state

Figure 5.21: Four stable configurations of the tessellated surface of test case

2 with a monostable central element and FEA results
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by other bistable elements due to the strong interactions when they are in

different stable states.

0/90

0

y

x

Figure 5.22: A tessellated surface composed of a bistable square element

surrounded by monostable elements and its extended model

To maintain the bistability of an asymmetric composite shell, another

tessellated surface is introduced. As shown in Fig. 5.22, a bistable square

element is connected with eight monostable composite elements in order to

minimise the interaction between the bistable element and the surrounding

elements. The monostable elements only have one layer. If the bistable

element can maintain the bistability in this test case, this tessellated surface

structure will be repeated as a basis tessellated surface to form a larger

surface. If the bistable tessellated surface can reach a stable state different

from other surrounding tessellated surfaces, we can conclude a repeatable

bistable tessellated surface is achieved and an infinite multistable tessellated

surface can be built.

The multistability of the tessellated surface consisting of one bistable
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composite element and eight monostable composite elements is investigated

by FEA. Fig. 5.24a shows the predicted itinitial stable shape of the tessel-

lated surface after thermal curing. The central asymmetric element reaches a

curved stable shape and causes the deformation of the symmetric composite

elements, especially the two elements connected to the curved edges of the

central bistable element. To investigate whether the bistability of the central

asymmetric element vanishes with full fixation, the central bistable element

is actuated as shown in Fig. 5.23. The whole surface reaches another stable

configuration successfully as shown in Fig. 5.24b. However, the out-of-plane

deformation of the central element is significantly affected by the connected

monostable elements. This is because the fiber direction of monostable ele-

ments is parallel to the curved edges of the central bistable element in this

stable shape. Stronger interaction between the curved element and the orig-

inally flat monostable elements is generated. The asymmetric bistability of

this tessellated surface is clearly demonstrated by the strain energy graph

Fig. 5.25.

Actuation displacement 

Fixed nodes

Fixed nodes

Figure 5.23: Actuating a tessellated surface composed of one bistable element

and eight monostable elements
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The FEA prediction is verified by an experimental model. The cured

compound surface presents two stable states as shown in Fig. 5.26.

Having demonstrated the bistability of this tessellated surface, the next

step is to repeat this surface to form a larger tessellated surface as shown in

Fig. 5.22. It has been known the second stable state of the basic tessellated

surface is the less preferred stable state. To verify the isolated bistability

of this surface, the central tessellated surface is controlled to deform into

the second stable configuration and the rest of the tessellated surfaces are in

the preferred stable configurations. In this case, the interaction between the

central tessellated surface and the surrounding surfaces is maximised and the

actuation energy of the central surface is relatively low. If this configuration

is stable, we can confirm that the bistable elements in this tessellated surface

possess isolated bistability. According to the results from FEA, the surface

cannot reach an energy equilibrium at this configuration. The central tessel-

lated surface snaps back to the preferred stable configuration automatically

by the influence of the connected surfaces.

In order to help the basic tessellated surface to maintain its bistability

when it is connected with repeated surfaces, the actuation energy of the less

preferred stable state needs to be maximised. This means the asymmetric

bistability of the basic tessellated surface has to be tailored.

A refined model of one bistable composite element connected with eight

monostable elements is designed. An isotropic material is used to replace the

one-layer composite laminate. The thickness of the isotropic material is the

same as the thickness of one layer laminate, i.e. 0.131 mm. To investigate

the influence of the stiffness of the isotropic materials on the multistability of

the compound surface, the Young’s modulus of the material is set to be two

different values, 50% and 100% of the Young’s modulus of the composite ma-
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(a) Initial stable state
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(b) Second stable state

Figure 5.24: Two stable configurations of the tessellated surface composed

of one central bistable elements and eight monostable composite elements.

The colour map superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of

this surface.
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Figure 5.25: Strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots for the tes-

sellated surface composed of one central bistable elements and eight monos-

table composite elements
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(a) Initial stable state

(b) Second stable state

Figure 5.26: Experimental results and FEA results of two stable configura-

tions of the tessellated surface composed of one central bistable elements and

eight monostable composite elements
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terial in the fibre direction, i.e. 82 GPa and 164 GPa respectively. Fig. 5.27

demonstrates the potential energy curves of compound surfaces composed of

different isotropic materials during the actuation. All these surfaces exhibit

symmetric bistability. Fig. 5.28 shows the two stable configurations of one

tessellated surface composed of one bistable central element and eight virtual

isotropic elements. Two similar configurations of these state configurations

demonstrate the symmetric bistability. Increasing the Young’s modulus, the

actuation energy reduces. This is because stiffer material can reduce the

out-of-plane displacement of the central bistable element. Consequently, the

tessellated surface becomes less stable.
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Figure 5.27: Strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots for the

tessellated surfaces composed of one central bistable element and different

isotropic elements
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(a) First stable state
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(b) Second stable state

Figure 5.28: Two stable configurations of a tessellated surface composed of

one central bistable element and eight isotropic elements . The colour map

superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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Larger tessellated surfaces are built by connecting nine identical tessel-

lated surfaces composed of a central bistable element and isotropic elements.

After thermal curing, the surface is deformed into a primary stable state in

which nine basic tessellated surfaces are in the same stable state. Then the

central tessellated surface is actuated. Fig. 5.29 shows the strain energy graph

of this actuation process. For the surface using stiffer isotropic material, the

central bistable tessellated surface cannot be actuated in isolation. However,

the surface using low Young’s modulus isotropic material can achieve an sta-

ble intermediate state. Fig. 5.30 illustrates the two stable configurations of

this compound surface. The central tessellated surface is in a different stable

state from the rest tessellated surfaces. It indicates the bistability of the

basic tessellated surface is extendable. This model successfully demonstrates

that it is possible to achieve a continuous tessellated surface that possesses

n bistable elements can present a maximum 2n stable states.

5.5 Potential application of tessellated mul-

tistable composite shells

The study above has proved that tessellated surfaces consisting of bistable

composite elements and monostable elements can exhibit multiple stable

states. A compound shell consisting of a central bistable composite ele-

ment and monostable elements may present a robust bistability. A larger

tessellated surface composed of n of these compound shells can exhibit a

maximum 2n stable shapes. This research greatly extends the potential of

bistable composite shells for adaptive applications. It is possible to design

a continuous surface possessing a number of stable shapes greater than two.

An adaptive flexible surface is always required in various engineering fields,
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Figure 5.29: Strain energy vs. relative actuation percentage plots for the

tessellated surface composed of nine central bistable elements and isotropic

elements
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(b) Intermediate stable state

Figure 5.30: Two stable configurations of a tessellated surface composed of

nine bistable composite elements and isotropic elements. The colour map

superimposed on the surface represents the out-of-plane of this surface.
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especially aerospace. The design of adaptive antenna reflectors is an example.

As a crucial part of the satellite communication system, antenna reflectors

are often made into a parabolic-like shape to direct radio waves. Because the

conventional reflectors have fixed aperture diameters, they can only trans-

mit and receive signal at one radiation frequency (RF). However, the same

satellites operating at several orbital locations are often needed for cost sav-

ing reasons. This requires that antennas reflectors are able to change their

shapes under control.

In order to achieve this goal, several reconfigurable antennas reflector

designs were developed [86, 87, 89]. A novel concept of adaptive antenna

reflector was investigated by Datashvili et al. [92]. The reconfigurable re-

flector surface was composed of a flexible composite skin. The actuation was

performed by linear actuators attached beneath the skin. The mechanical

properties of the the skin were tailored for smooth reshaping. By reducing

shear modulus, unwanted snap-through was removed and the actuation force

decreased significantly. Having enhanced the radio frequency properties of

the surface, this reconfigurable reflector design was adopted on the main re-

flector of a Gregorian off-set reflector and the performance was simulated by

FEA as shown in Fig. 5.31. The defined reflector had an aperture diameter

of 1.2 m. Ninety actuators in total were used. Three target shapes were

defined based on the coverage of Europe, Brazil and Continental US. Good

RF performances were obtained.

Although this reconfigurable reflector exhibited multiple configurations,

there is a major drawback. It requires sustaining energy input to maintain

the new configuration. Take account of the energy consumption, multistable

surfaces consisting of bistable composite elements are ideal alternative candi-

dates for adaptive reconfigurable reflector surfaces. Because no more energy
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Figure 5.31: FE model of a Gregorian reflector with an actuator lattice

designed by Datashvili et al. [92]

is needed to keep the multistable structure in the new configuration after

actuation.

The tessellated multistable surface consisting of a central bistable compos-

ite element and eight surrounding monostable elements demonstrate robust

bistability. It is possible to use this bistable tessellated surface to design a

highly multistable antenna reflector.

Fig. 5.32 illustrates a novel concept of adaptive parabolic antenna reflec-

tor based on these tessellated square composite surfaces. In this adaptive

reflector concept, n identical bistable tessellated surfaces form a larger con-

tinuous reflector surface. The bistability of these tessellated surfaces is strong

enough to ensure any bistable shell can be actuated without triggering other

shells. Therefore, this reflector surface can present a maximum 2n distinct

stable configurations. Moreover, when the reflector reaches a new configu-

ration, no external energy is required to maintain this stable configuration.

Compared with the reflector designed by Datashvili, this novel reflector sur-

face fulfils the requirement of shape changing, but also reduces the energy

consumption.
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Tessellated

Figure 5.32: A concept of reconfigurable reflector surface consisting of tes-

sellated bistable composite elements

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the multistable behaviour of coupled bistable composite shells

with opposite layups is investigated. This design is then developed to de-

termine the behaviour of three-dimensional connected composite surfaces.

These tessellated composite surfaces are composed of 3 × 3 distinct square

composite elements. The multistable behaviour of tessellated surfaces has

been proved to be determined by the arrangement of square composite ele-

ments. The main findings are summarised as follows:

• coupled bistable square composite shells with opposite layups can demon-

strate a maximum of three stable shapes. The compound surface would

not be stable when two shells are curved along the common edges.

• the tessellated surface composed of nine different bistable composite

elements presented two stable shapes. No more stable shapes can be

achieved when the central element of the surface is replaced by a monos-

table composite shell.
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• the tessellated surface composed of five bistable elements and four

monostable elements presented two stable shapes. However, four in-

termediate stable shapes were achieved when the central element of

the surface is replaced by a monostable composite shell.

• the tessellated surface composed of a central bistable composite ele-

ments and eight monostable composite elements demonstrated asym-

metric bistability. This surface cannot maintain its bistability when it

is connected to repeated tessellated surfaces.

• the tessellated surface composed of a central bistable composite ele-

ments and eight isotropic elements demonstrated symmetric bistabil-

ity. This surface may present extendable multistability, i.e. the surface

is independently bistable when it is connected to repeated tessellated

surfaces.

The investigation of tessellated composite surfaces shows a bistable com-

posite shell cannot maintain its independent bistability when it is connected

to bistable composite shell with opposite layups. When one of bistable el-

ements is actuated, the strong interaction between connected elements lead

the other elements to actuate automatically. To obtain higher degrees of

multistability, the interaction between connected elements has to be reduced.

This may be achievable by changing the size or boundary conditions of the

elements. However, these solutions are not considered at this stage. The solu-

tion investigated in this research is to change the material properties of some

elements of the tessellated surface. Connecting bistable elements to monos-

table elements is proved to be able to reduce the interaction. A tessellated

composite surface composed of 3 × 3 elements can exhibit a maximum six

stable shapes. However, this tessellated surface cannot achieve more stable
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states when it is connected to repeated surfaces to form a larger tessellated

surface.

To achieve a tessellated surface possessing extendable multistability, an-

other 3 × 3 tessellated surface design has been investigated. This surface

is composed of a central bistable composite element and eight surrounding

monostable elements. If, and only if, this basic tessellated surface presents

robust bistability, it can maintain its bistability when it is connected to re-

peated surfaces. To achieve this goal, virtual isotropic elements are used to

tailor the bistability of this basic tessellated surface. The numerical results

show that the tessellated surface can exhibit extendable bistability when the

Young’s modulus of the isotropic material is lower than a critical value. It

indicates that a tessellated surface composed of n of these tessellated surfaces

can present the maximum 2n stable states.

Finally, a potential application of the highly multistable tessellated sur-

face was explored. A novel design of reconfigurable antennas reflector which

utilise multistable tessellated composite surfaces was proposed. Compared

with previous design, this flexible reflector surface is more energy efficient,

because no external energy is required to maintain its new shape after actu-

ation.

In the next chapter, the multistable designs investigated in the thesis will

be concluded and further works in this field will be suggested.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Further Work

This chapter draws conclusions regarding the multistable structure designs

investigated in this thesis. First, the multistable behaviour of connected

multistable composite surfaces is summarised and discussed. Then, the con-

tributions of the research are outlined. Finally, further research on highly

multistable composite surfaces is suggested.

6.1 Conclusions

Composite laminates with unsymmetric layups may present two distinct sta-

ble configurations at room temperature. The two stable shapes can switch to

each other shape by simple actuation. A number of studies investigating the

bistable behaviour of unsymmetric composite laminates have been reviewed

at the beginning of the thesis. In aircraft and aerospace fields, mechanical

structures are often required to alter their shapes in order to adapt to multiple

environments. Bistable composite plates are considered ideal possibilities for

components of adaptive structures. A range of adaptive designs using mul-

tistable composite surfaces has been developed. A range of adaptive designs
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using multistable composite surfaces has been developed. However, a contin-

uous composite surface possessing a high degree of multistability has not been

demonstrated. To extend the application potential of multistable composite

laminates, this thesis investigated the multistable behaviour of various con-

tinuous surfaces composed of bistable composite shells and monostable shells.

These designs demonstrated that it is possible to achieve highly multistable

structures by connected bistable composite elements.

Two connecting approaches were investigated in the thesis. The first

involved identical bistable composite shells connected in series; the second

used different square composite shells that were connected to form a three-

dimensional surface.

Before the investigation of series-connected bistable composite laminates,

an analog model of connected bistable von Mises trusses was considered.

The asymmetric bistability of a von Mises truss was controlled by a bias

spring. The truss switched from symmetrically bistable to asymmetrically

bistable, with the stiffness of the bias spring increasing from 0. Identical von

Mises trusses were series-connected through coupling springs. The stiffness

of the biasing springs and the coupling springs can influence the multistable

behaviour of the connected von Mises trusses. Specifically:

• a higher value of the stiffness of the coupling spring will lead to higher

actuation energy of the individual truss;

• when the stiffness of the coupling spring is higher than a critical value,

the actuated truss will cause other trusses to actuate automatically;

• the critical value of the stiffness of the coupling spring is dependent on

the value of the stiffness of the truss and the stiffness of the biasing

spring.
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These results indicate the multistable behaviour of connected bistable com-

posite shells may be affected by the asymmetric bistability of the bistable

elements.

As the basic case of series-connected composite shells, coupled bistable

composite shells were analysed first. Coupled composite shells were analysed

by a refined Ritz approach and FEA. Experimental work was implemented

to verify the numerical results. Inspired by the analog model, three pairs

of composite shells with different geometric shapes were connected in order

to determine the influence of the asymmetric bistability of the individual

bistable element on the multistable behaviour of the whole structure. Among

these bistable shells, square bistable composite shells exhibited symmetric

bistability and the bistable composite shells in trapezoidal and triangular

shapes possessed asymmetric bistability with opposite biases. The coupled

trapezoid composite shells demonstrated four stable states. However, the

other two connected shells still presented bistability. This is because when

the coupled shells are actuated to an intermediate state where the two shells

are in different shapes, sufficient strain energy will be imparted to the driven

shell and cause an automatic actuation as a result of the firm connection. By

tailoring the asymmetric bistability, the actuation energy of the driven shell

increases and the automatic actuation can be avoided.

Since the trapezoidal composite shells are not suitable for forming a con-

tinuous surface in a regular shape, the asymmetric bistability of a single

square unsymmetric composite shell was designed to be controlled by at-

taching a biasing strip. Two connected bistable composite shells achieved a

maximum four stable configurations by attaching bias strips parallel to the

linking edges.

Then the model of coupled bistable composite shells was extended to
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three series-connected bistable composite shells. Although Ritz models can

predict a primary stable state of connected composite shells in a few seconds,

thousands or even millions of repeated minimisation calculations may be

required to ensure all the existing stable states are found. Therefore in this

case, the Ritz approach is not a time efficient method and was discarded.

The tripled composite shells were only simulated by FEA and the numerical

results were verified by an experimental work. Differently from the coupled

bistable shells, one of the bistable shell of this model was clamped with

two shells rather than one. The multistable behaviour of tripled bistable

composite shells can be easily extended to other series-connected bistable

composite shells composed of more bistable units.

Inspired by the coupled composite shells, biasing strips were attached to

the tripled bistable composite shells in order to achieve more stable shapes.

Theoretically, a surface composed of three bistable composite shells may

present eight stable shapes. Both FEA results and experimental results

showed that the tripled bistable composite shells can demonstrate a max-

imum seven distinct stable configurations by tailoring the asymmetric bista-

bility of individual composite shell. If the central bistable shell is in a less

preferred stable state, It cannot maintain its original shape when the two

adjacent shells are actuated to the preferred stable state. The strong inter-

action would trigger the central shell to jump through to the other stable

shape. The investigation of the tripled bistable composite shells can be eas-

ily developed to understand the multistable behaviour of longer composite

surfaces composed of more bistable units. This indicates more stable states

can be achieved by series-connecting identical bistable composite shells with

tailored asymmetric bistability.

Having understood the multistable behaviour of series-connected bistable
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composite shells, the research moved on to the behaviour of fully three-

dimensional multistable surfaces composed of tessellated composite shells.

Composite surfaces composed of 3 × 3 different square composite elements

were investigated as the basic cases of tessellated multistable surfaces.

To interpret the multistable behaviour of tessellated composite surfaces,

coupled bistable composite shells with opposite layups were studied. This

compound surface only demonstrated three stable states. The surface cannot

reach a stable state when both shells curve along the linking edges.

Two test cases of tessellated surfaces are investigated in this thesis. The

first tessellated surface is composed of bistable elements with opposite layups.

The second test case of the tessellated surface is composed of bistable com-

posite elements and monostable composite elements. Both of the compound

surfaces exhibited two stable configurations due to the strong interaction be-

tween elements. When one or some of composite elements are actuated, the

rest of the elements will be triggered automatically.

By replacing the central bistable element of the tessellated surfaces to

a monostable element, the interaction between elements was reduced. As a

result, the tessellated surface composed of four bistable composite elements

and five monostable composite elements achieved six stable shapes. However,

this high degree of multistability cannot extend to larger tessellated surfaces

formed by the identical 3× 3 tessellated surfaces mentioned above.

To achieve a 3 × 3 tessellated surface possessing extendable multistabil-

ity, a surface composed of one central bistable composite element and eight

monostable composite elements was designed. However, this compound sur-

face still cannot maintain its bistability when it connects with repeated sur-

faces. To solve this problem, the two stable states of the tessellated surface

must be more stable. Thus, virtual isotropic elements were used to replace
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the monostable composite elements. This refined model exhibited extend-

able bistability successfully. Moreover, the multistability of this tessellated

surface can be controlled by the stiffness of the isotropic material. Stiffer ma-

terial will lead the surface to be less stable and the extendable multistability

may vanish. These results prove it is possible to design a tessellated surface

presenting 2n stable shapes by connecting n bistable composite elements.

6.2 Contributions

This thesis investigates the multistable behaviour of connected bistable com-

posite shells. The main contributions of this research to the adaptive appli-

cations in aircraft and aerospace are listed as follows:

• understood the multistable behaviour of series-connected bistable com-

posite shells and determined the influence of the asymmetric bistabil-

ity of individual bistable elements on the multistable behaviour of the

whole structure;

• achieved highly multistable continuous composite surfaces by connected

bistable composite shells in series successfully;

• understood the multistable behaviour of tessellated bistable composite

shells and developed a strategy of reducing the interactions between

adjacent elements.

• designed a continuous tessellated surface, which is composed of n bistable

elements, possessing a theoretical maximum 2n stable shapes ;

In this thesis, a continuous composite surface demonstrated a high de-

gree of multistability for the first time. A composite surface can obtain more
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stable shapes by connecting more bistable composite shells along one direc-

tion. This multistable surface concept was suggested for use in controlling

an adaptive airfoil in chapter 4. It is also feasible to apply this design to

apply on other adaptive structures.

In terms of three-dimensional multistable surfaces, a novel concept in-

troduced in this thesis can extend the multistable potential of a tessellated

surface to its theoretical maximum. Tessellated surfaces composed of bistable

composite elements and monostable elements are proposed to design adap-

tive antenna reflector surfaces. This design can be applied to other adaptive

structures which contain large flexible surfaces.

6.3 Further work

This thesis has demonstrated the possibility of achieving highly multistable

surfaces by connecting bistable composite shells. Various compound compos-

ite surfaces have exhibited a high degree of multistability by both numerical

methods and experimental work. However, there are some problems to be

addressed.

First, the load bearing capability of some stable states, especially inter-

mediate states is low. The compound surfaces can present robust primary

stable states in which the composite elements are in the same stable state and

the interaction is relatively small. As the composite elements are in different

configurations in the intermediate states, the increased interaction between

composite elements leads the intermediate states to be less stable or even

unstable. In this thesis, we have demonstrated the stability of intermediate

states can be controlled by tailoring the asymmetric bistability of composite

elements. Intermediate states with strong load bearing capability are still
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needed to fulfil the requirements of real applications.

Second, a more flexible infinite tessellated surface is required. In this the-

sis, a tessellated surface composed of composite elements is demonstrated to

possess a maximum six distinct stable configurations. But the multistability

of this tessellated surface cannot extend to an infinite tessellated surface.

We only achieve an infinite tessellated surface with infinite stable states with

the assistance of a virtual material. In a further study, a real repeatable

multistable tessellated surface is expected to be achieved.
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